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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING VELOCITIES AND STREAMLINES




A FORTRAN IV computer program was written that gives the solution of the two-
dimensional, subsonic, compressible (or incompressible), nonviscous flow problem for a
rotating or stationary circular cascade of blades on a blade-to-blade surface of revolu-
tion. The flow may be axial, radial, or mixed. There may be a change in stream chan-
nel thickness in the through-flow direction.
The computer program requires the basic cascade geometry, the meridional stream
channel coordinates, fluid total conditions, weight flow, and inlet and outlet flow angles.
The output includes streamline coordinates, velocity magnitude and direction throughout
the passage, and the blade surface velocities.
The method is based on the stream function with the solution of the simultaneous,
nonlinear, finite-difference equations being obtained by two major levels of iteration.
The inner iteration consists of the solution of simultaneous linear equations by successive
overrelaxation, using an estimated optimum overrelaxation factor. The outer iteration
then changes the coefficients of the simultaneous equations to compensate for compres-
sibility.
This report includes the FORTRAN IV computer program with an explanation of the
equations involved, the method of solution, and the calculation of the velocities. Numeri-
cal examples have been included to illustrate the use of the program, and to show the re-
sults which are obtained.
INTRODUCTION
In the design of blade rows for turbines or compressors, it is desirable to obtain the
velocity distribution through the passage and particularly over the blade surfaces. The
trend to highly loaded blading results in more widely spaced blades with less of the pas-
sage being within a guided channel between the blades. The velocity distribution is read-
ily obtained within the guided channel by stream filament techniques.
For the unguided portion of the passage, finite-difference methods have been used.
Stanitz (refs. 1 and 2) obtained finite-difference solutions for compressible flow through
turbomachines, without the use of a computer. Kramer (refs. 3 and 4) has obtained
finite-difference solutions for incompressible flow through centrifugal pumps, using a
computer for the solution of the finite-difference equations for the stream function. More
recently a program has been written to perform in addition to the solution of the finite-
difference equations, the calculation of the coefficients, and the differentiation of the
stream function to obtain the velocities for incompressible flow through an axial blade
row (ref. 5).
To extend this technique, a computer program has been written to obtain a numerical
solution for ideal, subsonic, compressible (or incompressible) flow for either an axial,
radial, or mixed flow turbomachine blade row which may be fixed or rotating. The stream
function used here is a function of meridional streamline distance and angular coordinate,
whereas the previously mentioned references all used either radius or axial coordinates
instead of the meridional streamline distance. Also, the finite-difference equation has
been given in a simpler form. The input required consists of the basic geometry coor-
dinates, fluid total conditions, weight flow, and inlet and outlet flow angles. The output
includes velocity magnitude and direction through the passage, blade surface velocities,
and streamline coordinates.
This report includes the FORTRAN IV computer program that was developed, with an
explanation of the equations involved and the method of solution. A radial gas turbine
rotor and an axial turbine stator have been analyzed to illustrate the use of the program,
and these results are compared with results obtained by other methods.
This report is organized so that the engineer desiring to use this program needs to
read only the sections MATH ANALYSIS, NUMERICAL EXAMPLE, and DESCRIPTION OF
INPUT AND OUTPUT. The necessary information of interest to a programmer is con-
tained in the sections DESCRIPTION OF INPUT AND OUTPUT and PROGRAM PROCE-
DURE.
SYMBOLS
A coefficient matrix, eq. (A7)
3,rt,3.-i ,3.rt,3-o0 1 }- coefficients in eq. (A2)
^^12^34 J
a.. typical element of matrix A
2
b normal stream channel thickness, m
b,,,,bo4 quantities in eq. (A2)
c specific heat at constant pressure, J/(kg)(K)
h,
,h3, ho,h, spacing between adjacent points, eq. (Al), see fig. 18
(
^k constant vector, | |, eq. (A7)w
Li coefficient matrix of eq. (A8) when 0 1
m meridional streamline distance, see fig. 2
n number of unknown mesh points
R gas constant, J/(kg)(K)
r radius from axis of rotation, m








u"’ IIIth iterate of u, ( ]
V"""1/
V absolute fluid velocity, m/sec
W fluid velocity relative to blade, m/sec
w mass flow per blade flowing through stream sheet, kg/sec
z axial coordinate, m
a angle between meridional streamline and axis, rad, see fig. 1




y specific heat ratio
r] outer normal to region
0 relative angular coordinate, rad, see fig. 1




p( ) spectral radius of matrix
0 overrelaxation factor, eq. (A8)





in inlet or upstream
j dummy variable
1 lower surface of blade
m component in direction of meridional streamline
out outlet or downstream
r radial component
u upper surface of blade
z axial component
6 tangential component
0, 1, 2, 3, 4 quantities at these locations in finite difference expression, fig. 18
Superscripts:
T transpose of vector or matrix
absolute stagnation condition




It is desired to determine the flow distribution through a stationary or rotating cas-
cade of blades on a blade-to-blade surface. The following simplifying assumptions are
used in deriving the equations and in obtaining a solution:
(1) The flow is steady relative to the blade.
(2) The fluid is a perfect gas or is incompressible.
(3) The fluid is nonviscous.
(4) There is no loss of energy.
(5) The flow is absolutely irrotational.
(6) The blade-to-blade surface is a surface of revolution.
(7) The velocity component normal to the blade-to-blade surface is zero.
(8) The stagnation temperature is uniform across the inlet.
(9) The velocity magnitude and direction is uniform across the upstream and across
the downstream boundaries.
(10) The relative velocity is subsonic everywhere.
The flow may be axial, radial, or mixed and there may be a variation in the stream chan-
nel thickness b in the through-flow direction.




Figure 1. Coordinate system and velocity components.
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Figure 2. Blade-to-blade surface of revolution.
independent on the stream surface, one variable can be eliminated. It is better, how-
ever, to use the meridional streamline distance m as an independent variable (see
fig. 2). Then, m and 6 are the two basic independent variables. A stream channel is
defined by specifying a stream channel thickness b as shown in figure 3.
For the mathematical formulation of the problem the stream function is used. The
stream function u satisfies
J_ a2u + 32U J_ A
-^
3U
+ [sin a -1 ^P)"! .au. ^P^ sin a (1)
r2 992 3m2 r2 P a0 3e L r top am J am w
This may be obtained from equation 12(9) of reference 6 by letting u -i^/w, where \f/
is the stream function as defined in reference 6. The stream function u has the value 0
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Figure 4. Finite flow region for radial turbine.
For the solution of equation (1), a finite region is considered (as indicated in fig. 4)
with the condition that the flow along AB is the same as along HG, and the flow along CD
is the same as along FE. Also, it is assumed that AH is sufficiently far upstream so that
the flow is uniform along this boundary, and that the flow angle 5. is known. Similarly,
it is assumed that the flow is uniform along DE, and that the flow angle /3 is known.
For an actual blade row, f3 may usually be determined by means of experimentally de-
termined rules. Specifying (3 along DE is mathematically equivalent to specifying
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the location of the stagnation point on the trailing edge of the blade.
Since equation (1) is elliptic for subsonic flow, boundary conditions for the entire
boundary ABCDEFGH are required. Along BC, u 0; along FG. u 1. Along AB, GH,
CD, and EF, a periodic condition exists; that is, the value of u along HG and FE is ex-
actly 1 greater than it is along AB and CD. Along AH and DE, SU/ST? is known, where 77
is in the direction of the outer normal. From equations (2) and (3), since W./W =tan/3,
^^
-i^ tan /? (4)
3m r3e
Along AH and DE,
3u u(H) u(A) 1
9e s s
so that





These are the boundary conditions required to determine a solution to equation (1). The
method used for the numerical solution of equation (1) is described in appendix A.
After computing a numerical solution to equation (1) in a given flow region, the veloc-
ity at any point can be computed from equations (2) and (3) by using numerical differen-
tiation. The streamlines are located by the contours of equal stream-function values.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
To illustrate the use of the program and to show the type of results which can be ob-
tained, two numerical examples are given. The first example is a radial inflow turbine,
and the other is an axial turbine stator.
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Radial Inflow Turbine Rotor
The turbine profile is shown in figure 5 with the mean streamlines and mean stream-
sheet thickness as calculated by the quasi-orthogonal method (ref. 7). The blade-to-
blade shape in 6 and m coordinates is shown in figure 4. This particular rotor had
splitter blades as indicated in figure 5. There were 11 complete blades and 11 splitter
blades. The program cannot handle the case where the blades are not all identical.
However, two solutions can be obtained, one based on 11 blades and one based on
22 blades. The solution with 11 blades should be reasonable for the region beyond the
splitter blades, and the solution with 22 blades should be reasonable for the region with
the splitter blades. Note that this technique would not work for a compressor with split-




^^L \ ^End of splitter





Figure 5. Hub-shroud profile with streamlines used for blade-to-blade analysis of
radial turbine.
The input for the case with 11 blades is given in table I. Because of a high local
velocity near the trailing-edge radius, the program did not converge at every point (see
error condition (6) (p. 36) for further discussion). However, the solution failed to con-
verge at only one point, so that the rest of the velocities should be valid.
The results are plotted in figure 6. There is also shown in this figure a solution ob-
tained by the quasi-orthogonal method of reference 8. To make the results comparable,
the quasi-orthogonal solution was obtained for zero loss. There is close agreement on
9
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TABLE I. ELEVEN-BLADE HADIAL INFLOW TURBINE KOTOR AND COMPUTER INPUTS
GAM R IIP RhOIP hTFL OKEGA
1.66670CO 7CE.2CCCC 1063.CCOO 0."5(600 0.125BOOOE-C2 <C3C.OCOO -C
CHORD STGR BEItI eETtC
C.684’,OOOE-01 -C.39CCCC -5<.2CCCCC -61.50CCCO .}
RI till ALLI PC <LUO ALLO
O.MtCCCOF-03 2.CCCCCCC -2.CCCOCCC .i53CCCOE-03 -63.80CCCO -63.8CCCCC
MXBI KXEC MLSF MSF riRSP MM |
29 1’ 11 11 16 11
_g C.66CCCCCE-02 C. 16 (CCCOE-C1 .23500COF-C .2903CCOE-C) C.3^2BCCCE-C1 C.SSS’iCCCE-Cl 0.4623000E-01 J
C.53S’iOOOE-01 0.6197CCCE-C1 -C
_0 0.1220COCE-CI 0.1560CCOE-C1 C.18900COE-C1 0.2C900COE-01 0.2I’OCCCE-C1 C.1600COOE-C1 -0.11600COE-01 .j
-0.’i(2CCCOE-01 -0.2791C(C -0.t’l27COO




-0.17200COE-CI -0.1560COOE-01 -C. 1SCCCCOE-C -0.2C7CCCCE-01 -0.2220CCOE-C -0.28-iOCCOE-Cl -0.5580CCOE-C }
-0.1^52COO -0.33<10C( -O.S8<i2CCO
_C 7t;o^OE"S?’’ 0.86COOOOE-07 0.1600000E-C1 .2350CCCE-01 C.2SC3CCCE-C C. 3<i2aCOCE-Cl 0.395<OOOE-Ol
0^h230COE-01 0.539’iCCCE-Cl 0.6197CCOE-C1 0.684-.OOOF-01 0-7351000E-01 0.8116CCCE-C 0.e878CCOE-Cl 0. S700000E-01
EC7000E-01 O.-id-CCtF-Cl 0-68CCOOOE-01 0.61C 30COE-C C.117 1CCC E-01 .5CE 9CCCE-C C. <fiCECCCE-Cl 0.4602000E-01
oJ’.3SOCOE-01 0.’i295CCCE-Cl 0.4131COOE-01 .^COSCCOE-Ol 0.396’iflOOE-01 0.391-iCfcCE-C C.39tOCCOE-01 0.3940000E-01
700^0E-(P C.S6CCOCCE-C3 0.1C3CCCOE-02 C.1C90000F-C2 C.114CCCOE-02 0.116CCCOE-C2 C.116CCCOE-C2 0.124000CE-02
0.13’OCOOE-07 q.l4300COE-02 C.153COCOE-02 0.1620000E-02 0.1670COOE-02 C.16SCGOCE-02 0.17COOCOE-C2 0.17000COE-02
BI.DATt’MJI.AKI EBPR7 STBFN SLCRD <RPR1 INIMEL SLE^EL
Quasi-orthogonal solution (ref. 8)
Potential flow solution -22 blades












0 2 4 6 8
Meridional streamline distance from leading edge, cm
Figure 6. Blade surface velocities for radial turbine with splitter blade.
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Figure 7. Axial stator blade for numerical example.
TABLE H. AXIAL STATOR COMPUTER INPUT
CAM AR TIP RHOIP HTFL OMEGA
1.40UOOUG 287.05300 288.15000 1.2250000 0.3146000 0 1.8500000
CHOKO STGR BETAI BETAC
0.4265000E-01 -0.1116150 0 -67.UUOOUO
Rl ALUI ALL1 RO ALUO ALLU
0.3U1000UE-02 28.3COGOO -14.20COOO U.889300L) E-03 -72.400000 -56.1COCCO
MXB1 MXBU MX NBBI NUSP NLSP NRSP NBL NIM
15 32 47 20 7 6 2 50 5
MU ARRAY
-0 O.B575000E-02 0. 71 i)OCOE-01 0.2572500 E-0 0 .3430000E-01 0. 3a586CGE-01 -0
XSPU ARRAY
-0 0.17690COE-01 U.15380COE-01 -0.5310000b-02 -0.4654000E-01 -C.740CCCOE-01 -0
ML ARRAY
-0 C.85750CCE-C2 0.17150COE-01 0.2572500E-01 0.3430000E-01 -0
XSPL ARRAY







BLOATA NULAKI ERPR1 STRFN SLCRO ARPRT INTVEL SURVEL
C 3 2 0 3
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TABLE m. AXIAL STATOR COMPUTED SURFACE VELOCITIES
(a) Surface velocities based axial components J
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE
M VELOCITY ANliLE(UEG) SLRF. LEhGTH RHCW VELOCITY ANGLE(DEG) SURF. LENGTH RHC*h
0 C SO.00 0 -6.3313 0 -90.CO 0 -8.9717
0 S509E-C2 97.625 27.31 C.4405E-02 114 73 7t.5’il -2C.67 0.4372E-02 91.409
0 50181-02 111 01 21.66 C.7165E-02 128 a6 64.62S -13.60 C.6959E-C2 77.745
0 7526E-C; 128 9C 14.63 C.9807E-C.2 146 S2 60.59;
-16.11 0.9547E-C2 73.054
0 1004E-01 148 82 6.2C 0.1236E-01 165 37 59.431 -21.52 0.1219E-01 71.698 ’?!
0 1254E-01 16B 62 -3.35 C.1487E-01 182 13 60.961 -it.’lS 0.1452E-01 73.491 is
0 1505E-C1 165 87 -13.61 0.1741C-01 195 23 64.05t
-31.55 0.1777E-01 77.085 j
0 1756E-C1 19? 22 -23.76 0.2006E-01 204 35 68.661 -35.51 0.2075E-01 82.408
0 2007E-C1 2C6 91 -33.36 0.2292E-01 209 18 74.60C -39.67 G.2387E-01 89.205
0 ;258E-Cl 211 94 -41.92 0.2609E-01 212 17 82.C35 -43.47 0.2716E-01 97.602
0 2509E-01 211 49 -49.21 0.2969E-01 211 90 91.115 -46.74 0.3063E-01 107
0 2760E-01 205 15 -54.84 0.3379E-01 208 10 1CI 9C -49.74 0.342flE-01 119 31
0 3011E-C1 156 59 -58.36 C.3837E-01 203 94 114 6C -52.57 0.3814E-01 132 55
0 3261E-01 195 85 -60.5C 0.4331E-01 202 14 129 32 -55.22 0.4223E-C1 147 24
0 3512E-C1 202.03 -61.99 0.4852E-01 206 15 146 <C -57.62 0.4656E-C1 163 20
0 3763E-01 205.68 -66.76 0.5428E-C1 210 84 164 96 -St.75 0.5108E-01 179 18
C 4U14E-CI 192.93 -71.68 0.6150E-01 200 16 170 C2 -56.49 0.5566E-01 183 24
0 4265E-C1 0 -90.OC C.6989E-01 51.236 0 90.CO 0.5830E-01 -47.293
(b) Surface velocities based tangential components
LPPER SURFACE LOHER SURFACE
M VELOCITY ANGLE (OEG) RMC*M M VELOHTY ANGLE (OEGI BHC*H
-0 10.858 90.00 13.294 0.6158E-C3 El 65C -56.97 B2 545
0.6157E-C2 78.37li 56.97 93.484 0.47641-C; 38 457 -13.29 46 810
0.3586E-C2 ’5.8(6 25.04 112.87 0.1139t-Cl 60 251 -23.59 72 656
0.19066-C1 204.51 -29.59 2C7.71 0.1539E-C1 64 97C -31.07 78 146
0.2201E-C1 205.76 -40.C9 210.89 0.185UE-C1 7C 902
-36.17 983
0.2419E-C1 212.11 -46.76 212.26 0.211’iE-Cl 77 737
-40.U5 92 762
C.2598E-0] 205.6? -51.5C 21C.95 0.2347E-C1 65 262
-43.17 101.20
0.2753E-C1 205.28 -54.73 208.18 0. 558E-C1 93 344 -45.76 110.09
0.2894E-01 20C.81 -56.53 205.37 0. 753E-01 101 76 -47.95 119.16
0.3025E-C1 197.72 -58.52 203.37 0. 933E-C1 11C 6< -49.97 128.49
0.3149E-C1 196.3B -59.66 2C2.49 0. 102E-01 119 9C
-51.75 137.93
0.3268E-C1 195.76 -60.54 202.08 0. 261E-C1 129 46
-53.35 147.36
0.a384E-Cl 197.C2 -61.16 202.91 0.3411E-C1 135 12 -54.81 156.55
0.3457E-C1 201.14 -61.82 205.59 0.3554E-C1 145 5’ -55.56 166.05
0.3605E-C1 206.62 -63.34 209.12 0.3652E-C1 159 6C -56.6C 174.88
0.3704E-C1 2C8.57 -65.36 21C.42 0.2828E-C1 165 (5 -56.83 182.95
0.3795E-C1 206.22 -67.52 21G.04 0.3961E-C1 176 75 -56.67 190.00
0.3876E-C1 204.55 -69.51 207.76 0,’il02fc-Cl 199 67 -56.1C 204.64
0.39ilE-Cl 199.C1 -70.89 204.21 0.4250E-C1 60.C76 56.49 95.402
0.4021fc-Cl 15S.51 -71.74 199.88
0.4088E-C1 187.24 -72.25 196.21
0.4154E-C] 162.56 -72.5C 192.84
0.4219E-C1 164.56 -72.51 194.30
0.1265E-C1 167.51 -50.00 181.23
the splitter blade. On the complete blade, there is a short distance after the end of the
splitter blade before the complete blade assumes the blade loading without a splitter blade.
Axial Stator
This example is a stator nozzle mean blade section (fig. 7) for a turbine built at
Lewis Research Center (ref. 9). This blade section has also been analyzed by using the
incompressible flow program of reference 5. Downstream of the blade V/V is 0. 58.
L/r
The input for this case is given in table II. The surface velocities obtained by the pro-
gram are given in table HI. The velocities are plotted against blade surface length in
figure 8. Also shown in figure 8 are experimental data obtained from the investigation
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Surface length from stagnation point, cm
(b) Lower surface.
Figure 8. Blade surface velocity for numerical example compared with experimental data.
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DESCRIPTION OF INPUT AND OUTPUT
The computer program requires as input sufficient information to describe the blade
shape accurately, the inlet and outlet angles, the extent of the region to be considered, |
the mesh size to be used, the appropriate gas constants, and operating conditions such as
inlet temperature, density, weight flow, and rotational speed. Output obtained from the
program includes velocity magnitude and direction at all interior points, blade surface
velocities, stream function values, and streamline locations if there is no reverse flow.
If there is reverse flow (as may occur with radial flow), streamline locations may be ob-
tained by plotting contours of equal stream function values.
Instructions for Preparing Input
Figure 9 shows the input variables as they are to be punched on the data cards.
There are two types of input variables, geometric and nongeometric. The geometric in-
put variables are shown in figures 10 and 11. Units are always meters for length and
radians for 9 coordinates.
|1 5|6--10im5[16 2021 25126 3031 35|36 4041 45]46 50 51 55|56 60 61 65|66 70 71 75|76 80
GAM --AR TIP RHOIP WTFL OMEGA W
CHORD STGR BETAI BETAO
^__^
RI ~ALUI ALLI RO ALUO ALLO







==q=--- {_ \ [
RMSPARRAY
-I
-----{- [ -r :
BESPARRAY
BUDATA NUiMI ERPRT|STRFN SLCRDlARPRT INTVEL|SURVEL \.
~-^--!~^--- --^--i-^--^^T^^-
Figure 9. Input form. (Card column numbers appear at top.)
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Direction of o Spline point
rotation
_________^ .^s^-T^^------_ ^^^~^. ^Lower surface
\^- ^’’^--^ /ALLO C-)P^H^^BETAI ,________ML__________
^^ ^^ ~^^
’~~\~’ "-^ BETAO (-)
-------?6’--^- --^’^^^^P’^^^^Upper surface y




Figure 10. Geometric variables required as input. Blade-to-blade coordinates on stream surface The
variables BETAI, BETAO, ALUI, ALLI, ALUO, and ALLO are to be given as a true angle p, not the angle as
measured in the m,9plane. (Use tan p ride/dm) to obtain the value of p.)
S) / \^ Leading edge 0 Spline point
A and ^-’/ \. "X of blade
/ ^^Si / T’^’5^^ i-Trailing edge
<, ^^~^/ / / ^^~^^~^^--_ / ofblade
’\ B and G^’~’~-^-^-r- ^^-Mean r-------i
^^^
/<’’!’ T~^~^^Q__^treamline __L---Q-




Figure 11. Geometric variables required as input. Meridional plane.
The blade shape is defined by specifying the leading and trailing edge radii and a
number of blade surface m and 0 coordinates. These coordinates are used to define a
cubic spline curve (refs. 5 and 10). The coordinates are given with respect to the leading
edge of the lower blade, as shown in figure 10. The standard sign convention is used for
angles, as indicated in figure 10. The blade should be oriented with the concave side
down.
The mean stream surface of revolution and normal stream channel thickness are also
defined by cubic spline curves as indicated in figure 11. The m coordinates for the
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Figure 12. -Mesh used for axial stator numerical example. Numbers are mesh point indexes (I in program). There are 840 unknown mesh points.
A mesh must be used for the finite-difference solution of equation (1). A typical
mesh pattern is shown in figure 12. The mesh spacing and the extent of the upstream and
downstream regions are determined by the values of MXBI, MXBO, MX, and NBBI. The
mesh spacing must be chosen so that there are not more than 2500 unknown mesh points.
The values of 13. and /3 must be given on AH and DE, respectively. However,
it may be that the average values along BG and CF are what is known. In this case the
input values, /3. and /3 ,, must be calculated by equation (B13) or (B15).
While the program was written for compressible flow, it can be used equally well for
incompressible flow. To use the program for incompressible flow specify GAM 1. 5,
f*
AR 1000, and TIP 10 as input. Of course, RHOIP is simply the density in kilo-
grams per cubic meter. This results in one iteration only.
The International System of Units (ref. 11) is used throughout. However, the pro-
gram does not use any constants which depend on the system of units being used (other
16
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than degrees or radians where specified) so that any other consistent set of units may be
used. For example, force, length, temperature, and time units may be chosen indepen-
dently (mass units defined by f ma); the gas constant R must then have the units of
force times length divided by mass times temperature (energy per unit mass per degree
temperature). Output then gives the velocity in the chosen units of length per unit time,
and, of course, the output is not labeled with the correct units.
Input
All the numbers on the card beginning with MXBI and on the card beginning with
BLDATA are integers (no decimal point) in a 5-column field (see fig. 9). Integers must
be right adjusted. The remaining input variables are real numbers (punch decimal point)
in a 10-column field.
The input variables are as follows:
GAM specific heat ratio, y
AR gas constant, R, J/(kg)(K)
TIP inlet total temperature, T^, K
0
RHOIP inlet total density, p’ kg/m
WTFL mass flow per blade for the stream channel, kg/sec
OMEGA rotational speed, w, rad/sec (Note that a> is negative if rotation is in the
opposite direction of that shown in fig. 10.)
W value for overrelaxation factor n to be used in eq. (A 8) (If W 0, the pro-
gram calculates an estimated value for the overrelaxation factor, see
appendix A for discussion.)
CHORD overall length of blade in m direction, meters, see fig. 10
STGR angular coordinate 0 for center of trailing-edge radius, radians, see fig. 10
BETAI flow angle 13. along AH, deg, see fig. 10
BETAO flow angle (3 along DE, deg, see fig. 10
RI leading-edge radius, m, see fig. 10
ALUI angle at tangent point of leading-edge radius on upper surface, deg, see fig. 10
ALLI angle at tangent point of leading-edge radius on lower surface, deg, see fig. 10
RO trailing-edge radius, m, see fig. 10
ALUO angle at tangent point of trailing-edge radius on upper surface, deg, see fig. 10
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ALLO angle at tangent point of trailing-edge radius on lower surface, deg, see fig. 10
MXBI number of mesh lines from AH to BG inclusive (fig. 12)
MXBO number of mesh lines from AH to CF inclusive (fig. 12)
MX total number of mesh lines in m direction from AH to DE, maximum of 100
(fig. 12)
NBBI number of mesh spaces in 9 direction between AB and HG, maximum of 50
(Hg. 12)
NUSP number of blade spline points including end points that are tangent to leading-
and trailing-edge radii for upper surface (BC) of blade (figs. 4 and 10);
maximum of 50
NLSP same as NUSP, but for the lower surface (GF) of the blade
NRSP number of spline points for streamsheet radius (RMSP) and thickness (BESP)
coordinates (see fig. 11), maximum of 50
NBL number of blades
NINT number of streamlines desired as output, maximum of 10
MU array of m-coordinates of spline points for upper surface measured from
leading edge, m, fig. 10 (The first and last points must be left blank, since
these points are calculated by the program. If the last point is on a new
card, a blank card must be used. The total number of points is NUSP.)
XSPU array of 0-coordinates corresponding to the MU array, rad
ML same as MU but for lower surface (The total number of points is NLSP.)
XSPL array of 0-coordinates corresponding to the ML array, rad (Note that these
coordinates are to the lower blade as shown in fig. 10.)
MR array of m-coordinates of spline points for stream surface radii and stream
channel thickness measured from leading edge, m, see fig. 11 (These
coordinates should include the entire distance from AH to DE, and may ex-
tend beyond these points if desired. The total number of points is NRSP.)
RMSP array of stream surface radii corresponding to the MR array, m
BESP array of stream channel thicknesses corresponding to the MR array, m
The remaining variables, starting with BLDATA, are used to indicate what output is de-
sired. A value of zero for any of these variables will cause the output associated with
that variable to be omitted. A value of 1 will cause the corresponding output to be printed
for the final iteration only; 2, for the first and final iteration; and 3, for all iterations.
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pCare should be used not to call for more output than is really useful. The following list
gives the output associated with each of these variables.
BLDATA radii and stream sheet thickness at each vertical mesh line; coordinates,
first and second derivative of blade spline points; 0-coordinate and slope at
each vertical mesh line for each blade surface; coordinates of intersection
of horizontal mesh lines with blade; NU and NL arrays (internal variables)
(This will be printed for the first iteration only since these values do not
change.)
NULAKI coefficient array A, the vector K, and the value of I for the adjacent points
II, 12, 13, and 14 (This information is needed for debugging the program
only.)
ERPRT the maximum change in the stream function for each iteration of the SOR
equation, eq. (A 8)
STRFN value of stream function at each unknown mesh point in the region
SLCRD streamline coordinates at each vertical mesh line and streamline plot
ARPRT values for (pW and (pWo) at all interior points and along blade surfaces,
value of pW at all interior points (This information is needed for debugging
the program only.)
INTVEL velocity and flow angle at all interior mesh points
SURVEL m-coordinate, surface velocity, flow angle, distance along surface, and pW
based on meridional velocity components; m-coordinate, surface velocity,
flow angle, and pW based on tangential components; plot of blade surface
velocities against meridional streamline distance m (It is suggested that
SURVEL 3 be used. This will give surface velocities on every iteration,
so that satisfactory velocities may be obtained even when final convergence
is not reached in the alloted time.)
Output
Sample output is given for the radial inflow turbine numerical example, but with an
outlet angle of -66. 5. Since the complete output would be lengthy, only the first few
lines of each type of output are reproduced here. Most of the output is optional and is
controlled by the last input card as already described. The output labels are either in-
ternal variable names or else are spelled out (e. g. THETA for 0).
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Each section of the sample output (table IV) has been numbered to correspond to the
following descriptions: |
(1) The first output is a listing of the input data. All items are labeled as on the input
form. sj
(2) The calculated value of A is given followed by W (free-stream velocity) and the
maximum value of the mass flow parameter pW (corresponding to W W.J along AH
(inlet) and DE (outlet). As a check, the free-stream values of
^
at leading edge (BG) and
trailing edge (CF) corresponding to the input values of 13. and /3 respectively, are
calculated and printed out under the heading "BETA CORRECTED TO BLADE LE OR TE".
The relative critical velocity W at BG (inlet) and CF (outlet) is printed out. Also
some internal program constants are printed out at this point.
(3) This is the output corresponding to BLDATA (see the list of input variables).
(4) This is the number of mesh points at which the stream function is unknown.
(5) This is the output corresponding to NULAKI.
(6) If the program calculates an optimum overrelaxation factor Q, (i.e. W 0 for
input), then upper and lower bounds for 0 (WMAX and WMIN) and upper and lower bounds
for p(L<), (LMAX and LMIN) are printed out for each iteration (see appendix B of ref. 5
for details). The last printed value of WMAX is the value of Q, (W) used by the program.
(7) This is the output corresponding to ERPRT.
(8) This is the output corresponding to STRFN.
(9) This is the total execution time after obtaining the stream function solution for
each outer iteration.
(10) This is the output corresponding to SLCRD.
(11) This is the output corresponding to ARPRT.
(12) This is the output corresponding to INTVEL.
(13) This gives the maximum relative change in the density p for each outer iteration.
(14) This is the output corresponding to SURVEL.
(15) This is the total execution time after all calculations are completed for an outer
iteration.
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{ AR HP RHOIP MTfL OHECA
1.6667000 208*20000 1C83.0000 0*3956600 0.6290000E-03 4030-0000
STGR BETAI BETAC
0.6844000E-C1 -0.53SOOOO -54.200000 -66.500000
ALUI
0.648000CE-03 2.COCOOOO -2.0000000 0.7530QOOE-03 -63,800000 -63.8000CO
HXBI HXBQ NBBI NIjSP NII-T
11 16 22
0.16000COE-01 0.2350000E-01 0.2903000E-01 0.2426000E-01 0.3954000E-01 0.4623000E-01
0.5394COOE-0I C.61970COE-01
0.1220000-0i 0.156QOCOE-01 0.1890000E-01 0.2090000E-01 0.2150000E-OL 0.1600000E-Q1 -0.11600006-01
-0.9620000E-01 -C.2791000 -0.5427COO
0.86COOOOE-02 0.1600000E-01 0.2903000E-01 0.3954000E-01 0.4.623000E-01
0.5394000E-01 C.61S7000E-01
-0.1220000E-01 -0.1900000E-0I -0.2070QOOE-01 -0.2220CCOE-01 -0.2840000E-01 -0.5580000E-01
-0.145200C -0.5842COO
-0.7620000E-02 O.lbOOOOO E-01 0.2350000E-01 0.29C3CCOE-01 0.3428000E-01
0.4623000E-01 C.6197000E-01 0.6844000E-01 0.7354000E-01 0.eil6CCOE-01 0.8878000C-01
ARRAY
O.S407000E-01 0.6103000E-01 0.5471000E-C1 O.SC8SCCOE-01 0.46020006-01
0.4435000E-01 OOOE-01 0.3964000E-C 0.39440COE-01 0.3940000E-01 0.3940000E-01
O.S6COOOOE-03 0.1030000E-02 0.1090000E-02 0.116COCOE-02 0.1160000E-02 0.1240000E-02
0.1330000E-02 0.1430000E-02 0.153000QE-02 0.1620000E-02 0.1670000E-02 0.16SCCOOE-02 0,170QOOOE-02 0.1700000E-02
C LIHICi
FREESTREAM VALUE 8LAOE
INLET 126.Cat75 -28.427796 514.78984
105.28652 -65.998662
CONSTANTS^
O.ZOl2941t-02 C.3569S92E-01 C.3501244E-02. 0.3219867E-01 0.2855993
( STREAM CUOR01NATES THICKNESS CB/OM-O.S0518E-C2 C.645C4E-01 0.97247E-03 -0.58887E-02-0.60386E-C2 U.96235E-03 -0.40874E-02-0.4025’iE-C2 C.8C466E-01 -1.00060 0.95631E-03 -0.18435E-02-0.20129E-C2 C.78454E-01 -0.99755 0.84291E-03













O.abOCCt-12 C.27340 -C.47452 10.1U17
L G.160uOl:-Cl -ti.15426




































































-0.53S -0.373 -0.207 -O.I;’ 0.125 0.291









VELOCITIES INTERIOR MESH PC1NTS
VELOCITY ANGLElUEGI VELOCITY ihGLEIDECI VELOCITY AKGLEICEG) VELOCITY ANGLE(OEG) VELOCITY ANGLEIUEG)
-57.02 -56.51 133.96 134.01
132.25
12
12?-.","" "^.’l"!"’ l^i1" ^^33"’ iz!^’" ^O1^"’ 1^"" ’To^0’ l^’" "’So!^01
122.57 -51.61 122.16 -51.75
ANGLE(UEG) ANGLEIOEG) VELOCITY ANGLEIOEG1 VELOCITY ANGLEIDEG1 VELOCITY ANGLEIOEGI


































ELLCIIYI1ETERS/S6CCNC) VS. MERIDIONAL STREAMLINE ISTANCEIME
UPPER SURftCE, COMPONENT
LOHER SURFACE, AXIAL COMPONENT


















13 ( 1TER<TION RELATIVE CHtNGE OEkSIT 0.34266-01








































15 { TIME 0.64’t








0.2013E-C2 107.31 37,814 94-57C -1.S6 0.2126E-02 33.451
0.4026E-02 126.22 69.651 -2.C4 0.4140E-02 24.612
57.862 -2.C3 20.356
^









( SURFACEVELOCITY ANGLE(OEG)0.4230E-C1 135.46 -8.8714 114.C7123.32 -29.54 39.5730.5379E-C1 131.S6
0.5584E-C’ 44.309





















100. 200. 250. 2CO. 3’C. ’iCC. <50. 500. 550.
EI-OCIIy(HETEBS/SECCN01 VS. STflEHMI. 1S1ANCE (HE TERSI OOUN THE PAGE
SURF<CE, 8ASEO <X1AL COMPONEM
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C.15926 C.33877 2C C.OC616







-C.2637G5t2 -0.01622819 11014967 C.3t3i’.l<2 0.49012671
-C.269363;3
-O.K60606C C.09941702 0.22579490 O.tl.577193
C.C7221C28 C.SU^^taS
0.53403744








































-C.53S -C.456 -0.373 -U.290 -0.207 -C.l;< -C.C<1 C.012 0.125 0.208 0.291
STREAMUKES fLLTTfcC Hirti THETA CROSS ThE PAGE THE PAGE
"Seep. 20.
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26.983462 27.174644 27-SC1S39 27,162536 26.956273
26-:82 9^ Jl^C7 27:457889 27:935325 28.133250 2E.161.Ce 28-120"5 27-907177
11 26.936462 27.582843 28.347672 28.937641 29.105421) """" ^SS,?2? lo’^i72-.C99002 27.521081 29.323885 30.027952 30.074642 2S.S25.t36 29.897213 30.232534
26.28991C 31.072922 31.266500 31.024394 30.616576 3C.131543 32.223495
3S.465356 33.766741 33.C49494 31.902327 30.882637 29.S639C4 31.077170
r"^"?!^"*’’5^^1’" ^’’^I^IZ 47.694059 50.197552 51.84.iSC3 52.S22299 53.588732
53.971274 54.121918 53.969568 H-""25 If’^S^ ?4"74^io11 55.5197C1 56.U63219 55.506120 55.010693 ’4.61^<t< 54.848794
54.496377 53.399481 52.632174 52.010118 51.66392; 52.421168 52.255233
^
41.28150C 7.32332C4
(UHL ARRAY IRHlk-SUB-H SURFACE)3-’.435342 24.599400 20.346128 1<.63S5’S 17.82C372il ]l:624109 23.57566J 25.699009 27.896049 30.103C14 32.292383 34.372876II 3t.645979 37.362323 36.700’l86 3-.C1SC16 34.31751134:13442" 34.211736 34.47414C 34.625603 33.95tC13 32.302812 34.168130
3S.19C43i 34.166446 7.56CC489
/WX ABRAYIR^.X-SUB^T^^^ -4C.041C67 -39.991943 -3..66C27C -39.848412 -39.774967
:II:059493 -34:775723 -34:638582 -34.688226 -34.601C71 -^8"2M -34-TO74"
11 < 427<64 -2S.084729 -26.989947 -29.2318*3 -29.475374 -;<,.6C264 -29.676812 -29.92315235905^ -2J.80284-7 -23.108071 -23.714139 -24.209203
-"I9"06 -^S77^ -"706"*L -1;.940(,9C -16.356022 -18.165348 -19.045188 -19.242202 18.’;21674 18.543125
( COORD. R^.^^B-,^A UP^ER SLRFAC^ ^^ .491B970 -23.14.364 0.5226607E-01 -31.^1"0.56516<i8t-Ul -44.427?30 .5B1725-IE-C -50.22(41’, 0.5963962E-01 55.82084311 6096762E-01 0.6218418E-01 -66.415494 0.6330672E-C -(E.043138 0.6434032E-01652922CE-01 0.661712BE-01 -73.904902 0.6698656E-C1 -7S.S9C646 0.6774543E-01 -77.330525
0.6842666E-C1 -113.20783 0.68440COE-01 -82.648045
{ ’"O^^’oSE-Sr-";!^^" ’0^^^^! -13.9^637 0.5133148E-01 -K.5163CC "-"""y-01 -2,38998I8
11 \ 558439’E-C 0.5758686E-01 -31.960470 0.590851BE-01 -36.2iee3 0.6G39599E-01 -42-9"90560:6 56307^0 -45:4^4054 0.6261471E-01 -50.232773 0.6357468E-C -".11"C5 0.6445978E-01 -60.5415740:6528332E-01 -65.8E7313 6605394E-01 -72.164698 0.6677985E-C -8(.63’i<l
r*1"",.^^’1’ 1:".:^"1"’5 48.243784 4E.214C24 48.225504 48.0488154’ 142764 44.201437 44.538247 44.71702U 44.768126 44.691640









VETCCITIES AT INTtaICB HESh PC1NTS
IA> VELOCITY ANGLE(DEG) VELOCITY 0-GLEIUE61 VELUCITY ANGLEIDEGI VELOCITY ANGLEIOEGI VELOCITY AhGLEIOEG)
1J0.5C -56.82 131.5C -56.81 -56.48 -55.99 133.26 -55.76
133.it -55.7C 132.55 -55.87
12
1A- VELOCITY ANGLEIOEGI VELOCITY ANGLEIOEGI VELOCITY ttNGLE(OEC) VELOCITY ANGLEIOEGI VELOCITY ANGLEIOEGI
122.It -S2.58 121.98 -52.15 122.43 -51.60 123.93
124. t’l -51.02 124.07 -51.09 123.85
IA= VELOCITY ANGLEIOEG) VELOCITY ANGLE(DEG) VtLOCITY ANGLEIDEG) VELOCITY ANGLEIDEG) VELOCITY ANGLEIOEGI
113.01 111.47 -46.52 114.45 -45.2S 115.33
115.5< 115.66 -45.59 115.95 -45.95
13 { ITERATION MAXIMUM CHANGE 0.4274E-03
( SURf-ACE VELOCITIES COMPONENTSUPPER SLRFACEVELOCITY ANGLE(OEG) LENGTH RHC*ri VELOCITY ANGLE(OEG) SURF. LENGTH RHC*M14 90.OC 1.6.972 -9C.CO 37.1700.;013E-C; 1.8S 0.2126E-02 -1.S6 33.4540.4026E-C2 126.19 6’..657 24.614138.82 1.96 0.6154E-02 til.722 57.8 -2.C3 (.6154E-C2 20.358
0.6052E-C2 1.89 0.8168E-02









0.5227t-Cl 20C.(7 -30.5(1 61.975
O.S460E-01 212.49























The error message is given first for each error condition.
(1) MX, NBBI, NUSP, NLSP, NRSP, OR NINT IS TOO LARGE. If this message is
printed, reduce the appropriate input values to the stated maximum value.
(2) WTFL IS TOO LARGE AT UPSTREAM BOUNDARY is printed out if WTFL (w) is
greater than the choking mass flow for the upstream boundary AH. If the "continue"
control card is used (see p. 86), WTFL will be cut in half, and calculations will proceed.
This allows the calculation of further useful information.
(3) INU AND INL MUST BE LESS THAN 100 is printed if there are more than 100 in-
tersections of horizontal mesh lines with either the upper or the lower blade surface. In
this case NBBI should be decreased.
(4) INU NOT EQUAL TO JU OR INL NOT EQUAL TO JL. The number of intersec-
tions of horizontal mesh lines with either the upper or lower blade surface are counted by
both COEF and TASVEL. If these counts do not agree, the above error message is
printed out. This error is probably due to an error in the input.
(5) THE NUMBER OF UNKNOWN MESH POINTS EXCEEDS 2500, A COARSER MESH
MUST BE USED is printed if there are more than 2500 interior mesh points. The actual
number of interior mesh points is given. Either MX or NBBI must be reduced.
(6) VALUE OF RHO*W IS TOO LARGE is printed if the value of pW at some point
is so large that there is no solution for the value of p and W. Decreasing WTFL (w)
sufficiently eliminates this condition. However, it may be desired to continue the calcu-
lations. If so, the "continue" control card (see p. 86) is used. This may permit an ap-
proximate solution to be obtained, which would be valid at other points. In some cases
the value of pW is reduced at the point in question during later iterations, resulting in a
valid final solution.
(7) OUT OF RANGE Z x.xxx is printed if SPLINT is used for extrapolation. Also,
the input and output for SPLINT is printed. SPLINT is normally used for interpolation,
but may be used for extrapolation in some cases. Calculations proceed normally after
this print out.
(8) CAUTION-HB*RM(MXBO) LESS THAN RO LESS THAN HA MAY NOT GIVE
CORRECT RESULTS is printed if the internally calculated values of HA and HB are such
that
HB*RM(MXBO) < R0< HA




The program is segmented into five main parts the subroutines INPUT, COEF,
SOR, SLAXVL, and TASVEL called by the main program 2DCP. In addition there are
several other subroutines. All the subroutines and their relation are depicted in fig-
ure 13. All information which must be transmitted between the five main subroutines is
placed in COMMON. The program can handle up to 2500 mesh points on the IBM 2-7094-
7044 direct coupled system with a 32 768 word core.
--------J 2DCPT-r ~i
ITIMEI |.--| INPUT COEF |-i SOR SLAXVL TASVEL
--’, VELOC \ SORTXY"!





’--- ’-----| DEN STY j--------------’















Figure 14. Arrangement for overlay, showing octal storage requirements.
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To be able to handle 2500 mesh points an overlay arrangement is used as indicated in
figure 14. All subroutines not shown are in the main link. The total program storage re-
quirements is 74303/px of which 47106/p\ is in COMMON. The system storage require-
ment for our computer is 2764/p^ and unused storage is 511/gx If there is a storage prob-
lem on the user’s computer, the maximum number of mesh points should be reduced.
The first segment of the program is INPUT. This subroutine reads all input data
cards, calculates basic constants and useful information, and calculates the blade coor-
dinates on mesh lines. INPUT is called only once for each case. The next subroutine is
COEF which calculates the entries of the matrix A and the vector k of equation (A7).
These coefficients must be recalculated for each outer iteration. The subroutine SOR es-
timates an optimum overrelaxation parameter Q, on the first call if it is not given as in-
put. The same value of 0 is used for each outer iteration. SOR then finds the linear
solution to equation (A7) with fixed coefficients by successive overrelaxation. Then
subroutine SLAXVL calculates the streamline locations and pW and plots the stream-
line locations if desired. Finally, the subroutine TASVEL calculates pWg, velocity
magnitudes and direction, densities for next outer iteration, the surface velocities
based on axial velocities and on tangential velocities, and plots the surface veloci-
ties.
Conventions Used in Program
For convenience, a number of conventions are used in naming variables and assigning
subscripts. First, several pairs of variables are spelled the same except for one letter,
which is U in one case and L in the other. The U signifies the upper surface BC, and L
the lower surface CF. Another practice is to use the letters I and 0 in a similar manner,
where I refers to the inlet or the region ABGH, and 0 refers to the outlet or region
CDEF. Thus, ALUO refers to the angle on the upper blade surface near the outlet, or
near point C (fig. 10, p. 15).
The variable I is used to number all the mesh points starting with I 1 at A and pro-
ceeding along the vertical mesh lines and moving to the right to the next line after the end
of each vertical line and ending with I NXN at the last mesh point near E. The mesh
spacing in the m direction is labeled HA, and the spacing in the 9 direction is HB.
The techniques used in the program and correspondence to the mathematical equa-
tions are described briefly. Each subroutine is described separately, first the five seg-
ments of the main program, followed by descriptions of each of the remaining subroutines.
The various segments of the subroutines are labeled by comment cards, which generally




Input. The first step is to read all input cards for a particular case. A detailed
description of the input required is given in the section Instructions for Preparing Input
(p. 14). All input data are given as the first output.
Calculation of constants and initialization. After all input has been read in, the
various constants needed in the program are calculated and certain quantities are ini-
tialized. The input 0-coordinates for the lower blade surface (XSPL) are increased by
PITCH to define the blade passage. Certain convergence tolerances are specified at this
point. The arrays RM and BE of the quantities r and b at each vertical mesh line are
calculated by subroutine SPLINT (using cubic spline interpolation). Prerotation X is
calculated by an interative procedure. Also, the useful quantities of upstream and down-
stream free-stream velocity, maximum values of the mass flow parameter pW, relative
critical velocity, and free-stream flow angle corrected to leading and trailing edges are
all calculated and printed. All density arrays are initialized to p.’ (RHOIP).
Calculation of mesh coordinates along boundary. The 0-coordinates of boundaries
BC and GF at each vertical grid line are calculated by BLDCR1 and stored in the arrays
XU and XL. BLDCR1 requires as input the first and second derivatives at each spline
point of the cubic spline curves describing the blade surface. These values are calcu-
lated by SPLN22. The first and last points of the spline curves are determined by the
angle of tangency to the leading- and trailing-edge radii. Therefore, these points are not
specified as input, but are computed by this section of the program.
Subroutine COEF
The coefficients of u in equations (A2) to (A6) (elements of matrix A in eq. (A7)) are
computed at the same time as the constants (components of k in eq. (A7)). Between the
blades it is necessary to compute values for hn and h< at some mesh points adjacent to
the boundary. These values are calculated by INTPL. Also it is necessary to calculate
values for bq and b^ along the boundary. These values are calculated by SPLINT and
stored in BEU and BEL. These arrays are ordered by increasing m-coordinate. This
is not the same order as the order of mesh points (i.e. increasing I subscript) which
necessitates some juggling of the subscripts of the BEU and BEL arrays. The subscripts
INL and INU increase with I, and ITP is the correct subscript for the BEU or BEL array.
A similar situation holds with the RHOLT and RHOUT arrays for the values of p, and
p from the previous iteration.
Near the trailing edge, a special situation may arise, as illustrated in figure 15.




--\ \ i-na (point index)
Line IBTE1 V- 1-F- Line IBTE2
_____HANTE-. F^H^__1_
Figure 15. Special case near trailing edge.
mesh points due to the small trailing-edge radius. This situation would not be detected
by the program in the normal procedure, which leads to a large error in the velocity cal-
culation at the next to the last vertical grid line on the lower blade surface. Therefore,
a special check is made for the two vertical mesh lines involved at statements 120 and
130, and if this situation occurs, the proper values of H3 or H4 are calculated. Also,
the number of the horizontal mesh line is stored in IBTE2 and IBTE1, and this informa-
tion is used in calculating the tangential velocity components. If the values of HA and
HB are such that two horizontal mesh lines could intersect the trailing-edge radius, the
message for error condition (8) (p. 36) is printed out.
Subroutine SOR
Estimation of value of optimum overrelaxation factor. If a value of W 1 is given
as input, it is used for the overrelaxation factor. Otherwise a value is estimated in the
first iteration by using equation (B3) of reference 5 to estimate the value of p (B) =p(L^)
and equation (Bl) of reference 5 to obtain the corresponding value of W (see appendix B
of ref. 5). Equation (A8) is used to calculate u"1 from u for equation (B3), with





In the program, i is replaced by I directly. For each i, there are only four values of
for which a.. is nonzero, which are the negative values of the coefficients A (1, 1),
A (I, 2). A (I, 3), and A(I, 4). The value of is determined by the index of the proper
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neighboring point. These indexes are named II, 12, 13, and 14, and are defined so u^
has the coefficient A(1, 1), and similarly for the other coefficients. After the values of
the indexes are computed, equation (7) is used to compute u"1"*" from u. Then, the
minimum and maximum values of the ratio u"1"1"/^"1 are calculated and given the names
LMIN and LMAX, respectively. After convergence, the optimum value of the overrelaxa-
o
tion factor 0 can be calculated from equation (,B1) of reference 5, since p (B) LMAX.
Calculation of initial solution estimate. For the first outer iteration an initial solu-
tion estimate must be made. This is done by assuming u 0 along ABCD and u 1
along EFGH and assuming linear variation along vertical mesh lines. On subsequent iter-
ations, the previous solution is used as the initial solution estimate.
Solution of matrix equation by SOR. With a value of 0 either as input or estimated
by the program, equation (A8) can be used iteratively to calculate a sequence lu"^ that
will converge rapidly to a solution of equation (A7). The indexes i and and the cor-
respondence of a.. and u to the program variables is the same as described pre-
viously for estimating the optimum overrelaxation factor. During each iteration the max-
imum change of the stream function is calculated. When this maximum change is reduced
below TOLER, set equal to 10~6, the iteration is stopped, and the current estimate of the
stream function is accepted as the solution.
Subroutine SLAXVL
Calculation of streamline locations and 3u/30. Along most vertical mesh lines, the
stream function is a one-to-one function of the distance in the 0-direction. Therefore,
the 0-coordinate is considered to be a function of the value of the stream function, and
the value of 0 at a given value of the stream function can be obtained by cubic spline in-
terpolation (SPLINT). At the same time, 8u/30 is computed along the same mesh line,
estimating the derivative at each mesh point by use of the cubic spline (SPLINE). The
derivative 9u/30 at unknown mesh points is stored in the array WM and Bu/90 along the
blade surfaces is stored in WMU and WML. These calculations are performed in three
sections, as noted by comment cards: (1) upstream, (2) between the blades, and
(3) downstream.
Plotting of streamlines. The streamlines can be plotted to give a rough idea of
their locations. These locations are particularly helpful in disclosing quickly any errors
of input. The plotting printout is done by PLOTMY, which, with the necessary further
subroutines PISTUG and KHAR, is described completely with FORTRAN IV listing in ref-
erence 12. The plotting can be omitted by removing statements following statement 420
up to and including statement 470.
Calculation of pW The product pW is calculated by multiplying 3u/30 by
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w/br (using eq. (3)). The values of PW are stored in WM, WMU, and WML.
Subroutine TASVEL
Calculation of 3u/9m. The tangential velocity component is calculated from
(au/3m) (-bpWn/w) by considering each horizontal mesh line. The fact that the various
horizontal mesh lines start and end at various places complicates this process. To sim-
plify the procedure, upstream and downstream ends of each mesh line are considered
separately. At the upstream end, there are three possibilities: (1) the line starts at
AH(IA 1) (2) the line starts on lower surface of blade, or (3) the line starts on the up-
per surface of the blade. Similarly, at the downstream end there are three possibilities.
For convenience, case numbers are assigned to the various possibilities as follows:
Case Starts Ends
1 AH Upper surface
2 AH DE
3 AH Lower surface
4 Lower surface DE or lower surface
5 Upper surface DE or lower surface
As mentioned in the description of COEF, a special situation often arises where a
horizontal mesh line is intersected twice between two adjacent mesh points, as illustrated
in figure 15 (p. 40). When this occurs, the index of the horizontal mesh line is stored in
IBTE2 and IBTE1. Under cases 2, 4, or 5, if IB IBTE2, the special case arises, and
previously calculated information is used for this line to the left of the trailing edge.
After all other tangential velocities have been calculated, tangential velocities are calcu-
lated for the remainder of this line (IB IBTE1) to the right of the trailing edge.
TASVEL calculates the necessary information about the two end points of each hori-
zontal mesh line by using INTPL to calculate the mesh spacing at the end points. Then
VELOC calculates 3u/am at each point along the line by using SPLINE to calculate the
actual derivatives. The derivatives, 3u/9m at unknown mesh points are stored in the
array WX, and 8u/8m along the blade surfaces is stored in WXU and WXL, with the
corresponding m-coordinates stored in MXU and MXL. The values of WXL and MXL
are rearranged in increasing order of MXL by SORTXY.
Calculation of pWa. The product pW/, is calculated by multiplying 3u/3m by(7 o
-w/b (using eq. (2)). The values of pW/, are stored in WX, WXU, and WXL for interior
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mesh points, upper surface of blade, and lower surface of blade, respectively.
Calculation of mass flow parameter pW and angles at interior points. At each in-
terior point, pW is calculated by pW =<|(PW^\2 + (pWg\2 and the angle /3 is calcu-
lated by tan ;3 PWg/pW^.
Calculation of velocity and density at each interior point. A value of pW deter-
mines a unique subsonic velocity W and corresponding density p. These are calculated
at each interior point by subroutine DENSTY. Also the relative change in p at each
point from the previous iteration is calculated, and if the maximum relative change in
density is less than 0. 001, the outer iteration is considered to have converged sufficiently
and the calculation terminates after the final printouts.
The derivative Bu/Bm at unknown mesh points is stored in the array WX.
The derivative Bu/Bm along the blade surfaces is stored in WXU and WXL, with the
corresponding m-coordinates stored in MXU and MXL.
Calculation of surface velocity based on pW At each vertical mesh line pW at
the blade surface is calculated by
pW ^-P^^r ^2cos (3 m r \ dm/
The derivative d0/dm of the blade surface at each vertical mesh line is computed by
BLDCR1 at the same time the blade coordinates XU and XL are computed, and is stored
in DXDZU and DXDZL. The surface velocity is then calculated from the value of pW by
DENSTY. The surface velocity based on pW is more accurate at small values of .
and would not be expected to be accurate for \f3\ > 60. The blade surface length is cal-
culated for convenience using equation (B17).
Calculation of surface velocity based on pWg. At each horizontal mesh line pW at
the blade surface is calculated by
P^a 1pW PW. ;1 +
sin. 9^ / ^2] \ dm/
The derivative d0/dm of the blade surface at each horizontal mesh line is computed by
BLDDE1 and is stored in DTDMU and DTDML. The surface velocity is then calculated
from the value of pW by DENSTY. The surface velocity based on pWg is more ac-
curate when [.I is close to 90 and would not be expected to be accurate for |.| < 30.
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Plotting of surface velocities. If desired, the surface velocities are plotted using a
printer plotter. The velocities are plotted using different symbols for upper and lower
surface and for velocities based on meridional components or on tangential components.
Velocities based on meridional velocity components are plotted if |/3J <. 60 and velocities
based on tangential velocity components are plotted if |^| s 30. Plotting is done by
PLOTMY, which is described in reference 12.
Internal Variables for INPUT, COEF, SOR, SLAXVL, and TASVEL
A array of coefficients of u which are elements of matrix A
in eq. (A7)
A12,A34 a,3, a.^ in eq. (A2)
AA temporary storage
AAA array used for temporary storage
An a^ in eq. (A2)
B temporary storage
B12, B34 b^g, bg^ in eq. (A2)
BE3, BE4 bg, b^ in eq. (A2)
BE array of values of b at vertical mesh lines
BEL(BEU) array of values of b at horizontal mesh lines on lower (upper)
blade surface
BETA array of values of /3 at interior mesh points
BETAL(BETAU) array of values of /3 on lower (upper) blade surface
BTAIN free-stream angle /3 at blade leading edge based on /3.
calculated by eq. (B13)
BTAOUT free-stream angle
^
at blade trailing edge based on 13 ,,
calculated by eq. (B15)
CASE number (integer) of case in calculating tangential velocity
components
CHANGE change in value of stream function at a particular point when using
SOR iteration
CP Cp
CPTIP 2 c T:p in
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DELINT increment of stream function for which streamline locations are to
be calculated
DTDML(DTDMU) array of d0/dm at horizontal mesh lines for lower (upper) blade
surface
DTLR tolerance for mesh points near boundary mesh point (If a mesh
point is closer than DTLR to the boundary, the boundary is con-
sidered to go through the mesh point. The program uses
DTLR 0. 001 HB.)
DX 9 plotting increment for streamline plot
DXDZL(DXDZU) array of values of slope of lower (upper) blade surface at each
vertical mesh line
DZ m plotting increment for streamline plot
EML(EMU) array of second derivatives of spline curve at each spline point
for lower (upper) blade surface, calculated by SPLN22
ERROR maximum absolute value of the change in u for an overrelaxation
iteration
EXPON l/(y 1)
FIRST value (integer) of I at lowest mesh point for given vertical mesh
line
H1,H2,H3, H4 h^, hg, hg, h^ (see fig. 18 in appendix A)
HA basic mesh space in meridional (m) direction
HAMRO HA-RO
HB basic mesh space in blade-to-blade (0) direction
HA1 length of first mesh space along horizontal mesh line
HA1TE HA1 for special case shown in fig. 15 for line segment to right of
trailing edge
HAN length of last mesh space along horizontal mesh line
HANTE HAN for special case shown in fig. 15 for line segment to left of
trailing edge
HL Q distance between EF on boundary and first mesh line below
(Hg. 12)




I index of mesh point
11(12,13,14) index of mesh point located at 1 (2, 3, 4) in fig. 18 with I at 0
IA index of mesh line in meridional (m) direction
IB index of mesh line in blade-to-blade (0) direction
IBDL difference between NL for a vertical mesh line and the next one
IBDU difference between NU for a vertical mesh line and the previous
one
IBTE1,IBTE2 indexes of special mesh lines shown in fig. 15
IA1 index of first mesh point along horizontal mesh line
IAN index of last mesh point along horizontal mesh line
IL(IU) array of indexes of highest (lowest) mesh point for each vertical
mesh line
INL(INU) index counting number of intersections of horizontal mesh lines
with lower (upper) surface
ITE2 index of mesh point indicated in fig. 15
ITER outer iteration number
ITERA temporary storage of outer iteration number
ITP temporary index
J,JI,JB temporary indexes
JL(JU) number of points where horizontal mesh line intersects lower
(upper) blade surface
JUM1 JU-1
K array (real) of constants that is vector k in eq. (A7)
Kl, K2, K3, K4, K5 code variables (real) used in determining values of coefficients
A(I,J) and constants K(I)
KK1 code to specify whether first point of horizontal mesh line is on
AH(KK1 0) or upper blade surface (KK1 0) or lower blade
surface (KK1 1)
KN same as KK1, but for last point
KKK array containing information used in plotting subroutine PLOTMY
LAMBDA A
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LAST value of I at highest mesh point for given vertical mesh line
LMAX upper bound (real) for p(L,) from eq. (B2) of ref. 5
LMIN lower bound (real) for p(L-) from eq. (B2) of ref. 5
MPL array of m-coordinates of vertical mesh lines
MXBIM1 MXBI 1
MXBIP1 MXBO + 1
MXBOM1 MXBO 1
MXBOP1 MXBO + 1
MXL(MXU) array of m-coordinates of intersections of horizontal mesh lines
with lower (upper) blade surface
NBB number of mesh points along vertical mesh line
NBBO number of mesh lines above mesh line AB for first mesh line
below EF (may be negative)
NBUO number of mesh lines above mesh line AB for line CD (usually
negative, unless STGR is positive)
NCH number of vertical mesh lines in length of blade
NL array of number of mesh points on vertical mesh line above line
AB (may be negative)
NP1(NP2) number of plotted upper (lower) blade surface velocities based on
meridional components
NP3(NP4) number of plotted upper (lower) blade surface velocities based on
tangential velocities
NSP number of mesh points plus boundary points along vertical mesh
line
NU array; on vertical mesh line IA, the mesh point nearest the upper
blade surface is NU(IA) mesh points above line AB (NU(IA) may
be negative)
NUTEMP temporary storage of NULAKI
P array of input information for plotting subroutine PLOTMY
PITCH 27T/NBL
RATIO value of u^^u for use in eqs. (B2) and (B3) of ref. 5
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RELER maximum relative change in density at interior mesh points, be-
tween two outer iterations
RH01,RH02,
^ ^ ^
p4 in eq. (A2)
RH03,RH04
RHO array of densities p at interior mesh points
RHOL(RHOU) array of densities p at vertical mesh lines for lower (upper)
blade surface
RHOLT(RHOUT) array of densities p at hozizontal mesh lines for lower (upper)
blade surface
RHONEW newly calculated estimate of p
RHOT temporary storage of a value of p
RHOVI (P^in
RHOWMI maximum value of pW along AH
RHOWMO maximum value pW along DE
RM array of values of r at each vertical mesh line
RML(RMU) array of values of r at the intersections of horizontal mesh lines
with the lower (upper) blade surface
SAL array of values of sin a (dr/dm) at each vertical mesh line
SL array of streamline coordinates for input data to the plotting sub-
routine PLOTMY
SLLPE(SLUPE) array of slopes of spline curve at each spline point for lower
(upper) blade surface, calculated by SPLN22
SRW code (integer) variable that will cause certain subroutines to
write out data useful for debugging:
SRW 13 SPLINE will write input and output data
16 SPLINT will write input and output data
18 SPLN22 will write input and output data
19 BLDCRlwill write out blade coordinates and
slopes at each mesh line
19 INTPLlwill write out pertinent data for each
iteration
20 BLDDElwill write out m-coordinates and slopes
TANTH tan ft at unknown mesh points





TGROG 2yR/(y + 1)
TOLER when the maximum absolute value of the change in the stream
function is less than TOLER, the SOR iteration is considered






U array of estimated values of stream function or of eigenvector
associated with spectral radius of L< p(L<) as estimated by
power method (ref. 5)
UINT array of values of stream function for which it is desired to ob-
tain interpolated values of 0-coordinate
UNEW new value of eigenvector estimate at single point, as calculated by
eq. (7)
UNI (Su/a??)^ (eqs. (5) and (A3))
UNO (^/S^out (eqs- (6) and (A4))
USP array of values of stream function along vertical mesh line,
including boundary points
V array of relative velocities W at unknown mesh points, also
used for storing values of pW
VEL temporary storage, W
[{ ^ ^n
p vo ^ut
VTOL in calculating W from pW by eq. (B6), the procedure is con-
sidered converged when the relative change in W is less than
_4
VTOL; program uses a value of 10
WCRI W^ at B, fig. 4




WL(WU) array of velocities along lower (upper) blade surface
WM array of pW at interior mesh points
WMAX upper bound for optimum 0 from eqs. (Bl) and (B2) of ref. 5
WMAX1 temporary storage for WMAX
WMIN lower bound for optimum 0 from eqs. (Bl) and (B2) of ref. 5
WML(WMU) array of pW where vertical mesh lines intersect lower (upper)
blade surface
WR tolerance specified for the calculation of overrelaxation factor 0,
program uses 10"
WX array of pW/, at interior mesh points
WXL(WXU) array of pWn where horizontal mesh lines intersect lower (upper)
blade surface
XI value of 0 for which INTPL1 is to compute H3 or H4
XBB array of 0-coordinates associated with array USP
XDOWN array of m-coordinates where surface velocities are plotted
XFACT scaling exponent for streamline plot
XINT array of interpolated 0-coordinates calculated by SPLINT and
corresponding to array UINT
XL(XU) array of 0-coordinates of lower (upper) surface of blade at each
vertical mesh line
XMAX maximum value of 0 in streamline plot
XMIN minimum value of 0 in streamline plot
YACROS array of surface velocities plotted
ZINT argument of BLDCR1, not used in main program
ZFACT scaling exponent for streamline plot






CALL T IME K T 1
10 CALL INPUT
20 CALL COEl-(NXN
IF(NXN .GT .25UO GO TU 10
CALL SOR
CALL T 1ME K T2)
T IME T2-T D/36CO.




CALL T 1ME K T2
T IME T2-TD/360G.
WR ITE (6, 1000 TIME
IF( ITER.fcQ .O GU TO 10
GO Tu t0




C Ifi IS AX IAL INDEX
C IB IS BL ADE-TU-BLADE INDE X
C I IS OVERALL INDEX
C hA !;> BAS IC AXIAL INCREMENT
C hB IS BASIC BLADE-TD-BLAOE INCREMENT
C
C ThE FOLLOWING CODE IS USED FOR QLTPUT OPTIONS
C 1 LAST I TERATION ONLY (AFTER CONVERGENCE)
C 2 F IRST AND LA ST I TERATI ON
C 3 ALL ITERATIONS
c
REAL K ,Kl.K2,K3,K^,K5,LMAX.LfI N, LAMBDA,MU,ML,MR,MXU ,MXL,MPL
INTEGER SRH,FIRST,CASE ,BLDATA.ERPRT ,STRFN,SLCRD,SLPLT, ARPRT .SURV EL
COMMON SRW, ITER ,GAM,AR,TIP,RHOI P ,WTFL ,GMEGA.LAMEDA,CPEXPCN, PITCH,
1 CHORD, STGR.BETA .BETAO,DTLR,RI ,ALUI ,ALLI ,RC.ALUC,ALLO,
2 MXB I,MXBO ,MX,NBB NUSP MLSP .NRSP ,M NT VTGL
3 BLUATA,NULAKI ,ERPRT,STRFN,SLCRD ,ARPRT,I NTVEL,SURVEL.
4 MU( S0 ,XSPL(50 ,MLt 50) XSPL (60) ,MR (50l ,RMS P(50) ,6ESP(50)!’ 5 W WR, TOLER ,BDA ,BDD ,U(2500) ,A (2500 ,4) ,K(2500) ,RHO<2500
6 DXDZUt 1CO ,OXDZL 100) ,SLUPE (50) ,e^lj t50 ,SLL PE t50 EML( 50
] 7 RM( 100 ,BE< 100 SAL( 100 ,XU(100 ,XL(100) ,RMU(100 ,RMLt 100 ,
8 NU( 1CO ),NL( 1CC) ,OINT( 11) .XI NT(II ,fPL(100
9 hA, FB,NXN ,MXBIMl,MXBOPl ,JU, JL,HU,HL,NBBC,NBUC,NCH,
1 IBT E1, IBTE2, ITE2,HA lTi: ,HANTE ,UNI ,LNC ,Tlt<, I TERA,
2 RHOU( 1CO ,RHOL( 1LO) ,RHOUT(100) ,RHCLT(100 ,BEU(100) ,BEL( 100 ),
3 AAA( IOC
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C ThE FOLLOWING VARIABLES ARE ALL I N COMMON BY EQUIVALENCE
DIMENS ION WM( 2500) ilX( 2500) ,V(2500 BETA (2500 ,SL 1100
EQUIVALENCE (A( 1, 1 ), WM( 1) (A (1 ,2) ,WX (1 (A(1 ,3 ,V(D ,
1 A( l,4), BETA( D <K( 1401) ,SL(D
1C WRITE (6. 999
ITER 0
READ 5, 1010 GAM,AR ,TIP,RHOIP,WTFL ,Ct*EGA,W
WRITE (6, 1100)
WRITE( 6. 1C20 GAM,AR ,TIP,RHUIP,KTFL,C^EGA, W
WRITE (6, 1110)
REAC , 1010 CHORD, STGR ,BE TAI .BETAC
WRITE( 6, IC20 CHURD, STGR ,BE TAI ,BE TAG
WRITE (6, 1 120) (-
READ 5, 1010 RI.ALUI ,ALLI .RO.ALUO.ALLC
WRITE* , 1020 RI,ALUI ,ALLI ,RC,ALUO,ALLC
WRITE (6, 1130)
READ 5, 1000 MXBI ,MXBO,MX,NBBI ,NUSP,NLSP,NRSP,NBL,N1 NT
WRITE! 6, 1COO MXBI ,MXBO,MX,NB6I NUSP NLSP NRSP fsBL M NT
IF( MX .C-T. 100 .OR .NBBI .GT. 50. OR. NUSP.GT. 50. OR. NLSP.GT.50 CR. NRSP.GT
1 50.0R.NINT.GT. 1G) GO TO 3CO
WRITE (6, 1 140
REAC 5, 1010 MU( IA) ,IA=i ,NLSP)
WRITfc( (, 1020 ) MU(IA) ,IA=1 ,NLSP)
WRITE (6, 1150
READ 5, 1010 XSPU( IA) ,IA=1 .NLSP)
WRITfc( , 1020 (XSPU( IA) IA=1 ,NLSP)
WRITE (6. 1160
READ 5, 1010 ML IA ,IA=1 ,NLSP)
WRITE( 6, 1020 ML(IA ,IA=1 ,NLSP)
WRITE (6, 1170
REAC 5, 1010 (XSPL( IA) ,IA=1 ,NLSP)
WR1TE( , 1020 tXSPL( IA ,IA=l ,NLSP
WRITE (6, 1180
READ 5, 1010 (MR IA ,IA=1 ,NRSP)
WRITE( 6, 1C20 (MR( IA) ,IA=1 ,NRSP)
WRITE (6, 1190
REAL 5, 1010) (RMSP( IA) ,IA=i ,NRSP)
WRITE! 6, 1020 (RMSP A) ,IA=i .NRSP)
WRITE (6, 1200
READ 5, 1010 (bfc SP (IA) ,IA=1 .NRSP)
WR1TE( 6, 1C20 (BESP (IA) ,IA=1 ,NRSP
WRITE (6, 1210
READ 5, 10CC BLDATA ,NULAKI ,ERPRT, STRFI\,SLCRD.ARPRT ,INTVEL,
1 SURVEL
WRITE( 6, 1CC5 BLOATA ,NULAKI ,ERPRT,STRFN,SLCRD,ARPRT ,INTVEL,
1 SURVEL
C
C END UF INPUT, CALCULATION OF CONSTANTS AND I NITI ALIZATION
C
PITCH 2.*3.1415927/FLOAT(NBL)
CO 15 IA 1,NLSP




A P JTCh+STGR )/HB
B aTCR/FB
NBBO A-S IGN(DTLR ,A
IF(A.L T.DTLR NB80 NBBO-1
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NBUU B-SIGN(UTLR,B
IF( b.LT.-CTLR NBLiO NBLO-1
HU FLOAT(NBUO+1)*HB-STGR














DO 20 IA= 1,MX
2C MPL( IA FLOAT! 1A-MXBI )*HA





CALL SPL INT( MR ,RMSP,NRSP ,MPL ,MX ,RM, SAL)
CALL SPL INT (MR ,dfcSP ,NRSP ,MPL,MX,BE ,AAA)
TBI 5IIM(BETA U/COS(BTAI
TBU SIN (BTAa )/COS(BETAO)
UNI TBI /PITCh/RMd)
UNO -TBO/P ITCH/RM(MX>
ALUI=S lN( ALUH/CaS(ALUl /RM (U
ALL i=S IN< ALL I )/COS(ALLI /RM(l)
ALUU=S IN( ALUG )/COS(ALLL)) /RM(MX>
ALLO=S IN( ALLU )/COS(ALLO /RM(MX)
C CALCULATE LAMBDA AND VI
25 RHUT RHOIP
RHJVI wTFL /BE( D/P TCH/CUS(BtTAl /RK1)
30 VI RhOV I/RHOT
LAMBDA RM( l )*( Vl*SIN(B6TAI )+O^EGA*R^(H
TT IP l.-( VI**2+2.*UMEGA*LAhBDA-(UMi:GA*RM(l **2/CPT IP
IF( TT IP.LE.O .) GU TU 35
RhONfcW RhUIPTTIP**EXPON
IF(ABS(RHONEW-RFUT /RHUI P.LT.. COOOOi) GC TC 40
RhOT RhUNEK
GO TU 2C
I,’ 35 WTFL WTFL/2
CALL ARERR09HHTFL IS TUU LARGE AT UPSTREAM BOUNDARY*)
WRITfc( t, 1^0G k 1FL
^
GU TU 25
C CALCULATE MAXIMUM VALUE FOR RHO*h
4C VI RhUV I/RHONEh
LAMBDA RM( l )*l VI*SIN(BETAH+OMEGA*Rf(in
TWL 2.*OMEGA*LAMBOA
AA ThL-(OMEGA*RM( l t*^) /CPTIP














C CALCULATE VO ANO ^-CRITICAL
RhOV I WTFL/BE(MX)/PITCH/CaS(BETAO /RK(MX)
RhUT RhO IP
TWLMR TkiL- tOMEGA^RMtMX) )**2
CALL CENSTY (RhL)VI ,RHt3T, VO ,TwLfR,CPTI P,EXPCN, RHCIP ,GAM,AR,T lP,
1 VTOL
WCR SURT( T6RQG*TlP* (l.- ThL- (OMfcGA*R/’ (MXBI **2 / CPT IP) J
wCRO SQRT( TGRUG*TIP* <i.- ThL-(CMEGA*RM(MXBO) )**2 )/CPT IP)
C CALCULATE BETA CORREC TED TO BLADE LE CR TE
TBi (LAMBUA-OMEGA*RM(MXBI **2) /WTFL*RHONEri*BE(MXBII *PITCH
BTAIN ATAN TBI *57.29577
TBU (TBU/aE(MX +01>^EGA* (RM^MX *2-RII’(^’XBG^ **2j *PHOT/t^(TFL*
1 P ITCm*BE(MXtfO
^RtT^l^ ^^oS ^A’^Bt^J^^RHOhMI ,BTAI ^ .^CRI ,VG , RHCWMG. BTAGUT .W CROIRITE (6, 1230 HA, HB ,HU,HL PI TCH NBBC,)\BUU
IF HB^RM (MXBO .LT.RG.AhD.RO.LT.HA) uRI TE (6,1240)
CU 50 1A=1, 1CO
RhUU( IA R 1-0 IP
RhOL( I/> RhO IP
RhUUH IA RhO IP
RHOLT( IA) RhJ IP
BEU( IA C
d EL I A C
5C CONT INLE
CO oO I=1, 25CC
6C Rh0( I RH3 IP
It-( BLCATA .GT.C )WR ITE (6, 125C) 1^ PL (I A) ,RM( I A) SAL( I A) BE( I A
1 AAA( IA j, 1A=1,MX)
C
C CALCULATE MESH CuOROIiMA rfcS GN BOLNDARV
C
AA RMtMXBI )*ALUI
MU( 1) R I*( l.-AA/SQRT( l.+AA:<t*2)
XSPU( 1 R I/SyRT( l.+AA*2 /RM(MXBI
AA RM(MXBI *ALLI
ML( 1 R I*( l.+AA/SQKT(l.+AA*2
XSPL( 1 -R I/SWT( l.*AA**2) /Rrt(MXBI+PI TCH
AA RM(MXBO J*ALUU
MU{NUSP CHURD-RU* 1.+AA/SIRT (1.+AA**^)
XSPU( NUSP RU/SURTd.+AA^Z /RM^XBO +STGR
AA RM(MXBU )*ALLU
ML( NL SP ChURU-RO* l.-AA/SGRT i.+AA**2)
XSPL( MLSP -RU/SyRT( l.*AA**2 /RM(^XBC +STGR+PITCH
CALL SPLN22(MU,XSPU,ALUI ,ALLO,NLSP,SLLPE,EfU)
CALL SPLN 22(ML .XSPL,ALLI ,ALLC NL SP SL L -E EfL
CALL BLDCRi (Mlj ,ASPL, SLUPE ,EMU,NUSP ,RI ,ALUI ,RU,ALUC,CHChC,STGR,
1 PITCh, i. ,XLi ,NCH,^:INT ,M>flI ,0 XUZU R^ ’XB I) ,RM(MXBG)
CALL BLOCRi (ML, XSPL, SLLPE ,EML ,^LSP ,RI ,ALLI ,RO,ALLU,CHORE,ST GR,
1 P ITCh,-l. ,XL ,NCH,ZINT ,MXBI ,L XUZ L RM (MXB U ,RM(^XBG
IFt BLCATA .LE .C GQ TO 65
WRITE! <, 1260
54
WRITE( (, 1270 )(MU( IA ,XSPU(IA) ,SLUPE (I A) ,EKU( A) ,IA= 1,NUSP
XRITEt 6, 12fc5
HRITE( (, 12 ?C )(ML IA XSPL(IA) ,SLLPC (I A) ,EML(I A) ,1A=1 ,NLSP)
nfRITE( (, 1280 (MPL( IA XU( I A .UXU/U(I A) ,XL( I A) ,DXUZL(IA
1 IA=MXB I,MXBO
65 CONT INLE
C CALCULAT E NL.NL
CU 7C lA= l,MXtHMl
NL( IA) NBB 1-1
NU( IA C
XU< IA C
7C XL( IA PITCH
^
CO 80 IA MXBI.MXBU
f NU( IA INT( (XU( IA )<-DTLR)/HB)
IF(XU( IA .GT .-OTLR) NU(I A =NL<IA)+l
NL( IA INT XL( IA)-UILR )/HB)
80 1F(XL 1A .LT.UTLR NL(IA ML(IA-1




9C XL( iA P ITCH+STGR
RETURN




1C05 FORMAT 1X, 1<I7
1010 FORMAT SF10.5
A02C FORMAT IX riU16.7)
HOC FORMAT 7X 3FGAM i4X 2HAR 1 3X ,3HTI P ,iZX ,5HRHOI P i2X ,4HWT FL 1 IX
1 5HOMEGA 13X, lHt)
111C FORMAT 6X 5hChURL) ,12X,^HSTGR ,llX,5HBETAl ,i I X ,5 hEET AQ)
1120 FORMAT 8X 2hR I 13X, 1HALUI ,12X ,4HAL LI ,13 X ,2HRO 13X 4HALUO 12X
1 -ihALLO
1130 FORMAT 4h MXB I MXbO MX NBBI NUSF 1\LSP NRSP NBL NINT
1140 FORMAT 1CX 61-iML ARRAY)
115C FORMAT 1CX 1CHXSPU ARRAY)
1 160 FORMAT 1CX fcHML ARRA Y)
117L FORMAT 1CX 1CHXSPL ARRAY)
1180 FORMAT 1CX 8hMR ARRA Y)
1190 FORMAT 1CX 1CHKMSP ARRAY)
120C FORMAT lCX, 10Ft;ESP ARRAY)
121C FORMAT 57H BLDATA NULAKI ERPRT STHFh SLCRD ARPRT INTVEL SURV
1EL
122C FORMAT 9HLAMBOA =,G 1^. 6 ,/12X 6 6HFREE STREAM MAXIMUM VALUE
1 BETA CORRECTED TO BLAUE CRi TlCAL/l3X,63HVELCCITY FOR RH
20*M BLADE LE OR TE VELCCI TY/Bh INLET ,4G18.7/8H OUT
3LET ^G IB.7)
1^ 1230 FORMAT 1FL, 10X, 2BHCALCULATEU PROGRAM CONSTANTS/7X ,2HHA, 14X,2HhB,
1 1^X,2HFU, 14X,2HhL 13X,5HP1 TCH ,12 X ,4H^BBC ,6 X .4HNBUO/ IX 5G16. 7,
2 2110
124C FORMAT 7fihL CALTIL.i’* Hd*RM (MXBO LESS THAN RU LESS TFAN HA MAY N
10T GIVE CORRECT RESULTS)
1250 FORMAT 1H, 13X,44HSTEAM SHEET COORUI hATES AND THICKNESS TABLE /
1 7A, 1FM, 14X 1HR 13X, 3HSAL ,13X ,1HB ,i2 X,5HDB/OM / (5G15.5
126C FORMAT iH, 13X,27HBLAUE DA TA AT SPLI NE POI NTS /ItfX ,16HUPPER SU
1RFACE
126S FORMAT 18X, 16HLOhR SURFACE)
55j
iiiinirHii iiiiii
1270 FORi-lAT 7X 1HM 10X, 5HTHE TA 1 CX ,iOHOER VATI VE ,5X ,10H2NO UERIV. /
1 4G1S .5
128C FORMAT 1H, 13X, 22HBLADE COORDI NATE TABLE/ 7X ,1HS 14X,2HXU ,11X,
1 5HUXCZU, 12X, 2HXL ll>,5HOXUZL / (5G15.5)
140C FURMAT 231-L hEIGHT f-LQ^ KEOUCEO TO,Gi4.6 ,7H Kti/SEC)
ENC
SUBROUTINE COEKNXNl)
REAL K ,Kl,K2,K3,K4,K5,LMAX,LfI N,LAMaDA ,MU,fL.MR,hXU ,MXL,MPL
INTfcLiER SRW, FIRST.CASE ,BLUATA ,ERPRI ,STRFN ,SLCRD,SLPLT ARPRT ,SU RV EL
CUMMUN SRk>, ITER ,&AM,AR ,TIP,RmjI P,WTFL .CKEGA,LAMEDA,CP,EXPON,PITCH,
1 CHORC, 5TGR,BETA ,BETAU ,UTLR ,RI tALLI ALLi RC ALUG ALLC
2 MXB l,MXBO ,MX,i\BBI MiSP tML SP NRSP M NT VTGL
3 BLUATA.NULAKI ,Er<PRT,STRFN,SLCRD ,ARPRT.I NTVEL ,SURVEL,
4 MU( 0) ,XSPl.(50) ,ML 50) XSPL (50) ,MR(50 ,RMSP(50) ,BESP(50
5 w, rtR,TaLEK,BOA ,BDL),U(250U) ,A (2500 ,4) ,K(2500 T-HO(2500i
6 CXOZU( 1CG ),DXOZL( 1CC) ,SLUPE (50) ,ENL (50) ,SLLPE (5G ,EML(50
7 RM( 1CO ),BE( 1CC) SAL( 10G) ,XL (100i .XL(100) ,RMU (iOJ) ,RML( 100
8 NU( 1CO ),NL( 1CC) ,LINT (ii) ,XI NT(ll .fPL dOG)
9 hA, hB,NXN ,MXBIMl,MXBaPl ,JU, JL,HL,HL ,hBBC,NBUC ,NCH,
1 I8T E1, IBTE2 I TE2 ,HA ITfc ,HANTE ,LNI ,Lf^C ,TIh,lTEKA,
2 RHOL( 1CC) ,RHUL( 1GC ,RHOLT (1 CO) .RHCLT(IOO) ,BEU (100 BEL 100 ),
3 AAA( IOC
C ThE FOLLCtiING VARIABLES ARE ALL Ih CCfMCN BY EQUIVALENCE
DIMENS ION KM 25CCJ ,WX{250C) ,V(260(J) BETA (25GO ,SL (1100
EQUIVALENCE A 1, 1 WM( 1 A (1 ,2 ^X (1 A (1 ,3 ,V (1) ,
1 (A( l,4), BETA( l) (K( i401) ,SL(1
1TER ITER+1
IFi GAM .Ey l. c.ANL>.AR.Ea. lOOC..A^D. TI P.EC.1 .E6) GC 10 94
tF( ITEh.N E.l .AND.I TEK .NE .2) GO TC 92
NULAK NULAK I- 1






92 IF( IT ER.N E .O GU TO 94










IF( BLCATA .GT .C kR I TE 6 144C
56
c
C CALCULAT E COEFFIC IENTS
C
CO 20C IA= 1,MX
XI FLOAT(NL( IA )*HB
IF( 1A.C-T.MXBO XI S7GR
NBB NL( 1A -NL( IA )+1
K5 C
IBUU NU( lA-i )-NL( IA
IBOL NL( IA -NL( IA+1)
DO 20C 18=1,NBB
I I*
i.- H-t I.G1 .25CO GO 70 20C
1F( IA .NE. 1) GO TO 1CC
A( I, 1 C
A( 1, 2 C.




10C IF( IA .NE.MX GO TO 11.0
A( 1, 1 C
A< 1, 2 C
A( 1, 4 C
A( 1, 3 1
K( I FA*UMO
GO TO 190






IK (NlldA )+IB ).LE.NU( 1A-11 CALL I N TPLi XU I A XI ,H3 ,0 K3 MU XS PU,
1 ALU I,ALljO,NLSP, SLUPE ,EMU,RI RO .CHCKD STGR, PITCH l ,HA, hB,
2 MXB ,rtXBO,RM(MXBI .RM(MXriC)
IR tNU IA )+IB .LE .NUt IA+ l) CALL NTPL1. XU ,1 A ,X1 .H4 ,1 ,K4 MU XSPU
1 ALU ,ALUO,NLSP, SLUPE ,fcMU,RI ,RG,CHCRO,STGR,PITCH, l. ,HA, hB,
2 MXB ,I^XBU,RM(M)(aI ,RM (MXBG)
IF( (NU IA )+IB .GT.<NL 1A-1)+1) CALL NTPL1 XL, IA,Xi ,H3,0, K3, HL,
1 XSPL.ALL ,ALLQ,NLSP,SLLPE ,fcML,RI ,RC ,CHORD,STGR, PITCH,-! ., HA, HB,
2 MXB ,rtXBO ,RM(MXBI ,RM(MXBC)
i 1F( (NU IA )+IB .GT.(NL( IA+1 )+i CALL MTPLI (XL,I A,XI,H4, I K4, ML,
1 XSPL,ALLI ,ALLQ,NLSP ,SLLPE ,EyL,RI ,RC.CHGRD,STGR,PITCH,-l., HA, HB,
2 MXB 1,MXBO,RM(MXBI ,RM (MXBC)
IF( IA-MXBiJ+1 14C, i2C 13C
s" C SPECIAL CALCULATION OF COEFFICIENTS AT TRAILING EDGE LF LOWER SURFACE OF
C UPPER BLADE
120 IF(Xl .LT.P ITCh+STGR-RO/RM(MXBU UC TC 1.40
?* IFlXi.CT.P 1TCH+STGR) GO TO 140
IF( IB*NU( IA -1 .GT.NBBO) GO TC i4C
HAMRU HA-KO
XL(MXBU) P ITCH+STGR-RO/RM tfXBC)
CALL INTPLK XL, IA ,X1,H4,1 K4.ML,XSPL.ALL1 ,ALLC,NLSP,SLLPE, EML,
1 R l,RO,ChORU, STGR ,PI TCH ,-l .HAfRC ,HE fXBI fXBO RM MX BI RM MX BC
hANTE h4
I IBTE2 NL( IA )+IB-1XL(MXBO) P ITCh+STGR,IBLL IBOL+ 1GO TO 140 57
13C IF( IA .C-T.MXBO) GO TO l4C
IF( IBTE2.&U. 10CC GO TO 14C
lF( Xl .LT.PITCh+STGR-RO/RM(MXBO) GO TC 140
B XL (MXBO- l
XL(MXBi:-l P ITCH*STGR-RO/RM(fJ<BG)
CALL INTPL1( XL ,IA .X1,H3.0,K3 ,ML,XSP L,ALLI ,ALLC,NLSP,SLLPE, EML,
1 RI,RO,CH]RD, SIGR.PI TCH ,-i. ,RC ,HB ,fXBI ,NXBO,Rf(MXBI) RM M BO
HA1TE h2
IBTE1 NL( IA *IB- 1
ITE2 I
XL{MXBLi-l B
140 IF{ IB.EQ. 1 K l 1.





13 I-NL IA-1 )+NL( IA )-1
14 I+NL IA )-NL( IA+1 )+1
If( IA .CE.MXB I) Ga 10 142
IF( IB. fcU. 1) 11 1 H-NBB
IF( IB.EO .NBB 12 I2:-NBb
GO TO 148
142 IF( IA .CT .MXBO) GU TO 144
IF( IB.EQ. 1 hi X1-XU( IA )RM (IA)
IF( IB .EU.NBB H2 XL IA XI *RK (I A)
GU TO 148





146 IF( 1B .0.2 hi HU*RM(IA
IF( IB.KE.NBB GO TO 148
12 I2-NEB
h2 hL*RM( IA




B3 BE( IA- 1
Bfc4 BE( 1A+1
IF lA .Gtr .MXB .AND. IA .Lt: .MXBO .ANU. I B.EG.l RHCi RhOU IA)
IF( IA .GE .MXB I .AND.IA.LE.MXBG) AND. I 8. El.. NBB) RHC2 RHCL( IA)
IF(KS .LT. .5 UO TO 16C




IF( BE3 .NE .C. GO TO 15C
B MPL( IA )-F3
CALL SPL INT MR ,BESP .NR SP .i3 1 ,BE L (I fsL ,AAA)
83 CEL INL
IF( BLCATA.GT .C W< I Tt: 6, 1 4fcC 8 ,INL





IF( B4 .Nfc .C. GO TO 16C
58
U MPU IA )+F4
CALL SPL INT (MR,BESP ,NRSP,B ,I .BEL(1 TP) ,AAA)
BE4 GEL ITP
IF( BLCATA .GT .O WRITE 6.146C) B .INL .I TP
GU TU 180
16C CUNT 1NLE
1F(K>3.LT. .5 GL) TU 17C
INU 1NU-H
ITP 1NU+ IBDL+1-2* IB
lE3 EElJt ITP
RH03 RhJLTC ITP
IF( BE2 .NE .C. ) GO TO 1.70
;,- B MPL( IA )-h3
CALL SPLINT <MR,BESP ,NRSP,B,1 ,BEL(I TP) ,AAA)
BE3 EEU( ITP J
IF( BLCATA .GT .0 wR TE 6, 14 60) B ,INU ,I TP




IK BE^i .NE .C. GU TU 18C
B MPL( IA )+h4
CALL SPL INT (i"ll< ,BESP ,NRSP ,B ,l,BEL(I M ,AAA)
Bfc4 fiEU( INU





612 (RhQ2-RH01 )/RHU (H /(H1+H2J
B34 (BE4*RhL)4-bfc3*RHU3) /BE IA /RHO (I /(H3+H4) -SAL (IA/R<( IA)
A( I, 1 2./Hl46 12)/(Hl+H2) /At
A( 1, 2 A 12/A II-A< I 1
A( I, 3 2./H2+B3’*)/(M3*H4) /At
A( 1,4 A34/A I-AU ,3)
K< -TWh*BE( IA l^RHUd )*SAL1IA) /Al
IF(K3 .LT. 5.ANO.K4.Lr. ) K5 1.
IFt IA .LT.MXU i.UR lA .GT.^Xtflj) ^C TLl 185
K( K( I +K5*(K2*A ,2)+K3*A (I ,3i *K4*A (l ,4)
IF(K1 .CT. .5) A 1) C.
IF(K.2 .CT .5 A( I ,2 C.
185 IF(K3 .C-T. .5) A( I 3 C.
IKK4 .CT . A( ,4) C.
19C Xi FLUAT(Nlj( IA)+IB )*HB
IF lA .GE .MXB I .ANU.IA .LE.MXbC) GO 1C 200
:; 1F( IB .U. D K( -A d D+MI
r. iF( itf .EQ .NdB K( I A (I ,2+t<(I
20C CUNT INLE
ji IF( ITER.EU .1 )^R ITE( 6, 147C) I^U,I NLf? IF( INU .GF 100.0K.INL.GT. 1CO) GC 10 31U
1F( IT ER .GT 1 .AND. INU. NE JL. CR. 1SL. NE. JL GC TC 320
NXN
WRITE (6, 1420 NXN
IF(NXN .GT .25CC KRITE (6, 1430
NXN 1 NXN
1F( BLCATA .LE .0 GO TU 210




310 CALL CEDtRK 35H INU AND INL MIST BE LESS THAN 100$)
22C CALL DEDERR (44H INL NOT EQUAL TO JU CR I NL NGT EQUAL TC JLt)
RETURN
1410 FORMAT 18HLLIST OF NU AND NL / (2110) )
1420 FORMAT IhL, 5X, 32HNUMBER OF INTERIOR NESH POI NTS ,I5
1430 FORMAT( 76hKThE NUMBER OF UNKNOWN MESH PCI NTS EXCEEDS 2500, A COARS
1ER GR IC MIST BE USED)
144C FORMAT (3IhL M I Mi I hL ITP)
1450 FORMAT ( 1X,G13.4,15,1 10)
146C FORMAT ( 1X,G13.4,11C,15)
1470 FORMAT(6HLINb =, 13.5X.5HINL =.13)
END
SUBROUTINE SOR
REAL K.Ki,K2,K3.K4,K5,LMAX,LNI N.LAMBUA,MU,ML,MR ,MXU ,MXL,MPL
INTEGER SRW,FIRST,CASE ,BLDATA,ERPRT,STRFN ,SLCRD,SLPLT .ARPRT,SURVEL
COMMON SRK, ITER ,GAM,AR ,TIP,RHOI P,WTFL ,GMEGA,LAMBDA,CP,EXPON.PnCH,
1 CHORD. STGR,BETAI ,BETAO,O TLR,RI ,ALUI ,ALLI ,RC,ALUC.ALLC,
2 MXBI,MXBO,MX,NBBI ,NUSP,NLSP,KRSP,MMTVTOL,
3 BLCATA ,NULAKI.ERPRT,STRFh,SLCRD ,ARPRT,I MTVEL ,SURVEL.
4 MU( SO) .XSPL( 50) ,ML( 50) ,XSPL (50) ,HR(50) ,RMSP(50 ,BESP(50 ).
5 W,WR,TOLER,BDA ,BDD,b(2500) A(2500 ,4) ,K(2500) FHO(2500) ,
6 OXDZU( 100 ),DXDZL<100) ,SLUPE (50) ,EMU(50) .SLLPE(50 ,EML(50 ).
7 RM( 10C ),BE( 1CO) , SAL( IOO) ,XL(iOO) ,XL(100) .RMU(IOO) ,RML( 100)
8 NU( 1CO),NL( 1CC),UINT( 11) ,XI NT(11) ,MPL(100) ,
9 HA, hB, NXN,MXBIMl,MXBOPl ,JU, JL,HUHL,NBBG.NBUC,NCH,
1 IBT fcl, IBTE2,ITE2.HA1TE,HANTE ,UNI ,INO,TMK,ITEPA,
2 RHOU( 1CC) ,RHOL( 100) RHOUT(100) ,RHCLT(100) ,BEU(100) .BELdOO ),
2 AAA( IOC
C ThE FULLCWING VARIABLES ARE ALL I N CCMMCN BY EQUIVALENCE
DIMENS ION WM( 2500) ,WX(2500) ,V(2500) BETA(2500) ,SL(1100)
EQUIVALENCE (A 1, 1) , HM(1 (A (1 ,2) tX (I ) (Ad .3 ) .V (I)
1 (A( 1,4), BETA( 1 (K(1401) ,SL(1)
DIMENS ION IU( 1CC ,IL( 100)





IFt W.GE.l. GO TO 225
19C DO 20C 1=1,NXN







NBB NL( IA)-NU( IA)+1




1 1 1- 1
12 Hi
IF( IA.L T .MXB I .OR. IA.GT.MXBb) .AhO. (I B. EQ. l) II I l+MBB
IF( IA.LT.MXB ).UR.(IA.GT.MXBG ). Af0. (IB. EU. NBBH 12 I2-MBB
13 I-NL lA-l +NLi(IA )-l
14 I*Ni. IA 1-NU( IA+D+1




215 U( I UN Eh
220 CONT1NLE
WMAX 2./( l.+SQR I (AdSd.-LMAX)
WM1N 2./( i .+SUR7(l.-LMIN
WRITE (6, 1500 kMAX,lMIM ,LMA)i ,LNI N
IF( WMAX l-MMAX .(,T.wlR) .OR. tNAX.G I. (2.-100.*WR 6C TC 210
W WMAX
"s- C
C CALCULAT E INIT IAL SULLTION E STIMATE
’, C
225 I C
if-{ ITER .NE.l GO TO 26C
DU 23 C IA=1,MXBIM1
1: NBB NL( IA )-NU( IA )*i
1- CO 230 IB=1,NBB
I I +
U( FLOAT IB- 1) /FLOAT (NBB
23C CONTINLE
00 2^C IA=MXBI ,MXBO
NBB NL( IA )-NU< IA )+i
;: CO 24 C IB= 1,NBB
I i4
J NU( IA *IB-
U( I hB*FLOAT(J (-XU(IA) / XL IA) -XL (I A)
24C CUnT INLE
CO 25(; IA=MXBOP 1,MX
NBB NL( IA)-(^lj( IA )+i
CU 25C IB=1,NB8
, 1 1+
; U( I FLOAT IB- l) /FLOAT (i\iBBg 25C CUNT 1NLE
I C
g C SCLVE MATRIX EQUATION J Y SUR
J CJ 26 C I CI IF(NUT EMP .GT .C KRI TE (6,1450
3 ERROR 0
00 27C IA= 1,MX
NBB NL( IA )-NL( IAH-1




iF( IA.L T .MXB ).UR. 1A.GT.MXBC) .A^O. (IB. 6Q. 1 11 l i+NBB
IFi IA.LT .MXBI .OR lA.GT.MXotJ .AMJ. (Id. EC. NBB) 12 12-NBB
13 1-NL 1A-1 -NL( IA )-1
14 -NL IA -NL( IA+D+1
CHANGE 1(*( K( I )-L( )+A 1) *U (11+A (1 ,2 *U (I 2 *A I ,3) *L> I3) t
61
I
1 A( I ,4)*U( 14
ERROR AMAX 1( ERROR ,AB S(CHAf\L>E
U( 1 U( )+ChANGE
IFtiMUTEMP .LE .G Gu TO 27C
IF( IA EU. i3=C
IF( 1A .EU.MX) I4=C
WRITE (6, 1460 IA I (A (I ,Jj ,J=i ,4) ,11 ,12 ,I3 ,I4 ,K (I
27C CUNT INLE
NUTEMP C
IF( ERPRT.GT.O) nRJTE 16,1510 ERROR
It-( fcRRCR.G7.TOL ER Gu TO 260
IF( STKFN.GT.C tRI rE 6 ,1520
LAST C
00 26C IA= i,MX
IF( STRFN.GT.C hRITfc (6, lb25 IA
PiRST LAST+1
LAST F1RST+NL IA )-NU(IA)
IU( IA )=FIRST
IL( A =LAST
2fiC lt-1 STRFN. GT.C tR I TE t6,l530 (tj (I I =F PST .LAST
RfcTURN
145C FURHAT 8F1 IA I A ,i) A (I ,2) A( I ,3 A( I,4)
11 1 12 13 1 4 K{I
146C FURMAT 2X, 3, 16, tF 1C 5 ,41 7 .F1 C.5)
150C FURrtAT 7h UMAX ,F9. 6, 5X 6H hMI N ,F9. 6 ,5 X ,6HLMAX ,F9 .6,5X,
1 6HLM IN =, F9.6)
1SIC FJRMAT eh ERROR =,F11. 8)
1S2C FORMAT IF i, 10X, 22HSTRAM FUNC TICN VALUES)
152S FORMAT 5F IA =, 13
1S3C FORMAT 2X, 1CF 13 .
tNC
SUBROUTIN E SLAX\(L
REAL K ,l<i,l<2,K3,K4,K5,LMAX,LfIN,LA^80A,MU,fL,MR,f<XU .MXL.MPL
IN TtGfcR SRW,FIRST,CASE ,BLUATA,ERPRT ,STRFN.SLCRO.SLPLT ,ARPRT ,SURV EL
COMMON SRk, ITER ,GAM,AR,TlP.RHOl P,WlFL ,C^GA,LANt:CA,CP, EXPGN, PITCH,
1 CHORC, STGR,BETAI ,BE TAO,O TLR ,RI ,ALLI ,ALLi ,RC A LUO ,ALLC,
i MX8 I,MXBO ,MX,NBBI ,NLSP,NLSP,l\RSP,M hT,VTiuL,
3 BLCATA,NULAKI ,bRPRT,STRFN ,SLCRO ,ARPRT,I NTVEL ,SUR\/fcL,
4 MU( SO) ,XSPL( 5C) ,ML<50) ,XSPL(50) ,^R (50) ,RMSP(50) ,8ESP(50 ),
K,WR,TOLER,BDA .BUO,U(250C ,A {2500 ,4) ,K(2bOO) ,PHG(2500)
6 CXC/LK 1CO ),OXUZL 10G) ,SLUPE (5C) ,fL (50) ,SLLFE (50 ,EML(50),
7 RM( 1CO ,3E( 1CO SAL( 100 ,XL(1001 ,XH100) ,RWU (100 ,R^L( 100
S NU( 1CO ,NL( lCCJ ,liINT( ll ,>IhT (il) .CPHlOO)
S HA, ^B,NXN,MXBIMi,MXBOPl JU JL ,HU ,H L f^BBC MBUC ,NCH
1 IoT El, 1BTE;, T2,HA1TE ,HAMTE ,LNI L f^C ,Tk, T E M
2 HHOU( 1CO ,RhOL 100) ,RHOLT (1CO) ,RHCLT (100) ,BEU (100 ,BEL( 100 ),
3 AAA iOC
C TFE FULLCWING VAR IABLES ARE ALL N CC^L(\, BY EQUIVALENCE
DIMEiMS lON HM( 250U) ,’(X(25&0 ,V(2500) BETA (2500 ,SL (1100
OlMEiMS IUN ^IH 1CO ,^ML(1CO ,WXL (100) ,XL(100) ,fXU(100 fXLdOO ),
62
1 BEIAU( ICC UETALt ICCt ,WU( ICC1 .hL dfcOl
2 USP ICC ), 1L( 1CC) IL( 1CG
EQUIVALENCE (A 1, 1 , WM(1) (A(1 ,2) ,tX (l <A(l ,3 ,V (1) .
1 (A( 1, 4J BETAt l } (K( ltCU ,SL(1)
EQUIVALENCE (K( l kMU H K (1 Cl) hfL (1) (K( 20 1) ,WXU 1
1 (K 30U,MXL 1 ), Kt 4Cl ,MXU(ll , (K (50l ,MXL(l)
2 (K. C1 BETAUt i) , (K (7CU BETAL(1 (K(801) ,HU(1)
3 (K( <;Ci ),WL( 1 (KdCCit ,LSP(1 (K (llUl , I L) (1)
t (K 1201 1, IL( 1
DIMENS ION XBB( 52 KMSP (52) ,KKK (24) P (11)
CATA (KKK(J } ,J=.<i,2t,2) /ll*lH*/
c




UEL 1NT 1 ./FLOAT(NINT
N88 NL( 1 )+1
XBri( l C
IF( SLCRD.GT.O) kR I TE 6 ,1 55C
CU 32C IB =1,NBB
22C XBBt IB+1) Xbb( IB )*HB
CU 350 IA 1,MXB IM1
UINT( 1 AINT(L( I+D /UELI NTji-DELI NT
If( U( Hl .GT .C. 01N7( i LINT (l)+UELINT
CU 33C JB=2,N INT
33C UINT( J E U lNTtJB-D+DELINT
L;U 34C IB= 1,NBB
I l+
34C USP( IB 0( I
NSP NBB+1
USP(NSP) USP 1>+1.
IF( SLCRC.CT.C CALL SPLINT USP ,XBB ,^SP Lil NT N1 MT ,X INT AAA)
CALL SPL INEt XBB USP ,N SP KM 11) ,AAA)
I 1= I1*NL( IA +1
IF( SLCRO.GT.C) hR Tfc 6 1 54C MPL (I A> UI NT (J) XI NT J J= i MNT
UU 346 JB=1,MN7
J MX*<JB-1 t-HA
SL( J X INTtJB
24 CONTINLE
J 1 MX*N INT+IA
SL(J l SL( J
35C CUNT INLE
C
C CALCULAT E SIREAMLINE LULATICN BLADE
y c
(i" JU=MXB 1- 1
NINT N INT+1
i UINT( 1 C.
’i* CO 36C JB=2,NINT
36C UlNT( j e O INTtJB-D+DELI NT
USP( 1 C
DO 38C 1A=MXBI ,MXBO
XBBI i XU( IA
N86 NLt 1A)-NL( IA )+1
XBBt 2 FLOAT(NU( 1A )*HB
CU 37 C IB 1,NBB
I 1*
USP( IB +1) Lid
63
i




IF( SLCRD.CT.C) CALL SPLINT (USP ,XBB ,MSP,UINT,NINT ,XINT ,AAA)
CALL SPL INE( XBB,USP,NSPWMSP .AAA)
00 375 IB=1,NBB





IFI SLCRD.GT.C MR ITE (6,1540 MPL (I A , (UINT(J ,XINT Ui .J=i,NINT













39C XBB( IB XBB< IB-1)*HB
XBB(NSP STGR+PITCH
00 42C IA=MXBOP 1,MX
UINT( H AINT(U(I+1) /OELINT)*OELI NT





^10 USP( IB U( I)
USP(NSP) USP< 1 )*1.
IF( SLCRO.GT.O) CALL SPLINT (LSP ,XBB ,NSP,LI NT,N1 NT ,XINT iAAA
CALL SPLINE( XBB ,USP,NSP.tifM(Il ,AAA)
I 1=I1+NL( IA)-NL( IA +1











IF( SLCRC.LE.C) GO TO 480




DO 43C IA 2,MX
XMAX AMAXK XMAXiXL(IA)
64
430 XMIN AM 1N1( XM1N,XU( IA)
OX XMAX-XM 1N
XFACT 2




45C IF( CX.LE 1CO. GU 70 460
CX DX/iC.
XFACT XFAC7- 1.
J GO TU 450| 46 C CX A ]NT(OX+1.)
( Di A 11MT( 5.*DX/3.*RM(MXBIZFACT XFAC7/M1N AINTC ZMII^IO.^ZFACT)
XM 1N AIN7( XMIN*10.**XFACT
’’ KKK( 1 4S




P( 7 ZM IN
P( 8 OZ
?( * .-XFAC T




CALL PLUTMY (MPL SL ,KKK,P
! WK ITE (6, 1560CO 47C IA= 1,MX47C MPLi lA FLOATdA-MXBI *HA48C LAST C
I CO 482 IA= 1,MXFIRST LAST41LAST FIRST+NL( IA )-IMU (IACO 4H2 I=FIR ST,LA ST482 HM( 1 WM( )*h7FL/Ub lA /RMtIA
CO 484 1A=MXBI ,MXBU
WMU( IA teMU IA *HTFL/U (IA) /P^dA
484 riML( IA MML( IA )*hTFL/B6 A) /R^(I A
IF( AKPRT .LE .C KETLRN
MR ITt (b, 1600
LAST=C
CO 49 C IA=1,MX
FIRST=LAST+1( LAST FIKST+NLi IA)-.MU(IA)490 KRITE (6 1020 MMiI ,I =F IRS1 ,LAST)WRITE (6 1610
I WRITE (6 1C20 IKML( IA IA =?XB1 ,MXBU
| WRITE (6 1620
WR ITE <6 1C20 (KMLdA A=MXBI ,MXBC
RETURN
IC2C FORMAT lX. aG16.7
153C FORMAT 2hPT, 50X, 16HSTREAMLI Nfc PLOTS
1E4C FuRMAT 1 X, 7G 1 6. 7/( 19X 6G 1 6. 7
155C FORMAT Ihl, 26X,22MSTREAMLINE CCCRUI NATES///7X ,8HM CCCRC.
1 3( 9X, lChS1REAM FN. 9X,bH THETA //)
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I
156C FURMAT (2hPL ,40X,7CHSTREAMLI hS AXE FLCTTfcU WITH ThETA ACROSS Th
1PACE AND M DOWN THE PAGE)
160C FURMAT l-C, 22hkiM ARRAY (RHO* W-SUB-f)
161C FORMAT H-0, 40HkMb ARRAY (RHO*h-SUB-M CN UPPER SURFACE)
162C FORMAT 11-C, 4ChteML ARRAY (RHO* 1-SU8-< Cf\ LCxER SURFACE)
ENC
SUBROUTINE TASSEL
REAL K ,K1,K2,K3,K4,K5,LMAX,LM N,LAMBOA,MU,KL ,MR,’XU ,MXL,MPL
INTEGER SRW, FIRST,CASE ,BLOATA.ERPRT ,STRFN,SLCRO.SLPLT ,ARPRT,SURVEL
CUMMON SRK, ITER ,GAM,AR ,TIP,RHCJI P,WTFL ,CHEGA,LA*BLA,CP,EXPON, PITCH,
1 CHORD, STGR.bETAI ,BETAG,DTLR ,RI ,ALUI ,ALLI ,RG,A LUG,ALLC,
2 MXB I,MXBO,MX,NdBI NUSP,NLSP^^RSPM ^T,V^GL,
3 BLLATA,NULAKI,ERPRT,STRFIM ,SLCRD ,ARPRT,I NTVEL ,SURVEL,
4 MU( 50) ,XSPU( 50) ,ML (50) ,XSPL (50) ,NR(50) ,t<MS PC0) ,BESP(50
5 W, WR.TOLER,aOA ,800,U(2500) ,A <2500 ,4 .K(2500) ,PHO{2500
6 DXC2U( 100 ,OXOZL 100) SLUP (50 ,ENb(50) ,SLLPE(50 ,EML(50
7 RM( 100 ),BE( 1CC) SAL(iOC) ,XL(100 ,XL (100) ,RMU(100) ,RNL( 100 ),
8 NU( 100 ),NL( 1CC) LI NT 11) ,)(I NT(11 ,^PL(10U
9 hA, t-B, ^XN,MXBIMl,MXBOPl ,JU,JL,HU,HL ,^8dC,^aUC ,NCH,
1 IBT E1, IBTE2, ITE2.HAlTE ,HAfTE ,UNI ,LhC ,THh,l TESA
2 HUL( lCC) ,RhOL( 100) .RHOUT (lCO ,RHCLT(100) BEU (100 BELUOO
3 AAA( IOC
C TFE FULLCHING VARIABLES ARE ALL I (\ CCf^’C^ BY EQUIVALENCE
DIMENS ION HM( 2500) ,WX(250U) ,V(2500) BETA <2500 ,SL 1100
DIMENS ION wMU( 1CO) ,kML( 100) ,^XL (100) hXL(100) ,MXU( iOO ,MXL(100 ),
1 BETAU( IOO) BETAL( 100) WL(10C) ,tL (100
2 USP IGC ), IU( 1CC) ,IL(10C)
EQUIVALENCE (Al l, l) hiM( l) A (l ,2) ,k<X (i) (A(i ,3) ,V (i
1 (A( ], 4) BETA( 1) (K( 140i) ,SL(i)
EQUIVALENCE (K( 1 ,WMU<1) K (ICl) .KfL (l (K(20i) ,WXU (l
1 (K OCD .WXH 1 K( 401) ,MXU (D (K (501 ,MXL(i)
2 (K( tCl BETAU( 1) (K (70i) BETAL (1 (K(80i ,WU (1)
3 (K( ^Ci ),HL( l (K( 10Cll ,>JSP (l) (K(iiOi) ,IU (i
4 (K 120n, IL( 1
UIMENS IUN OTDML( iCC) ,D TDML(100) ,BBB (iOO)
DIM ENS 1UN XDUKN(4LC ,YACROS (40C ,KKK (14)
EQUIVALENCE (K 130 1) ,U TOMU 1) K (1401 ,L> TDML (1)



















C ENC UN UPPER SURFACE (CASE 1
1C IFdB .GT.NLt 1) GU TO 600
DU 53C IA= IAN,MXBU




I A AN- I
XI FLOAT( IB *hB
if CALL lNTPL i( XU, IA ,Xi,HAN,l.,K4,MU,XSPL,ALUI ,ALUL ISUS P,S LUPE EMU\ 1 RI RO, CHURO,5TGR ,PI TCH ,1. ,HA ,HB, ^X8I ,MXtfO,RM(^XBi RM(MXBU)| GO TU <7C
C ENC AT IA MX (CASE 2)
55C If( IB.ME. IBTE1 GU TU 554
1AN MXBU
hAN hANTEj KN 1
’f GO TU "<7C
" 54 CO 555 1A=MXBI,MXBUf. 555 IF( IB .L-T.NLt IA GU TU 560




C EhC ON LOkER SURFACE (CA SE 3)
r 56C CASE 3
IF( IB.GT.NL( I GU TO 6CC
DO 57C IA=MXB ,MXBO




XI FLOAT( IB )*HB
CALL INTPL 1( XL ,IA ,X1,HAN, 1 ,K4,ML,XSPL,ALLI ,ALLO,NLSP,S LLPE, EML.
i| 1 RI, RU, CKJRO, STGR,PI TCH,-1. ,HA,HB ,fXBr ,MX80 RM (MX 81 RM( MX BO| KN 1
I GU TO <7C
C START ON LOWER SURFACE (CASE 4)
60C CASE 4
KK1=1
62C CO 6JC IA=MXB ,MXBO
63C IF(NL( lA+ D .GT.NLdA GO TO 64C
.1 CASE=5J GO TO (80|l t4C IB NL( IA )+1|1 IA1 1A
5C 00 66C IA=IA 1,MXBO
| 6C 1F(NL( 1A+D .GE. IB GO TO 67C( CASE 5GO TU (60fc7C IA1 1A
I A I A 1+1
XI FLOAT( IB)*HB
I 1L IA )+IB-NL( IA)
67
CALL ^TPLi( XL IA,Xi,HAl ,G,K3,^L,XSPL,ALLI ,ALLC MS P,S LLPE. EML,
1 RI, RO, CK)RU, STGR,PI TCH,-1. ,HA ,HB fXBl .MXdO,RN(MXSi) ,KM(MX BO)
GO TO ’<4C
C START ON LPP ER SURFACE (CASfc 5)
68C 00 69C IA=MXBI ,MXBU
69C IF(NUl 1A+K .LT.NUUA) GO 70 7CO
CASE 6
GO TO (65
70C IB NL( IA 1-1
IA1 ]A
KKi=0
71C CO 72C IA= IA 1,MXBO




IA IA + 1
XI FLOAT( IB)*hB
IF( 18 .EO.NU(MX )) X1=STGR
I IU< IA )+IB-NL( IA
CALL INTPL l( XU ,IA ,Xl ,HAl,0,K3,fli,XSPL,ALUI ,ALUC NUS P,S LUPE EMU ,
1 RI. RO, ChOKD, STGR,PI TCH ,l. ,HA ,HBfXBI ,MXBO, RM KXel) ,RM(MXBO)
C CASES < AND 5
74C IAN=IA 3+1
GO 75C IA=IAN,MXBO
75C IF(NL( iA .LT IB GO TO 76C














CALL Its TPLit XL , IA ,Xl ,HAN, l ,K4.^L,XSPLtALLI ,ALLC,NLSP,SLLPE, EML,
1 RI,RO, ChORD, STGR, PI TCH ,-!. ,HA,HB ,fXBI MXBO RM(MXBI ,RM( MXBO)
GO TO 17C












IF( CAS E.EQ .5 IB=IB-2
GO TO 5iC, 55<.,56C, 650, 710, 780) .CASE
68
^
78C CALL SORTXY (MXL ,WXL,JL)
CALL SPL INT (MR ,BE SP ,NRSP MXL JL ,BtL ,AAA)
CALL SPL INT (MR ,BESP,NRSP ,MXL ,JL,BE L,AAA)
CALL SPL INT (MR ,RMSP,NRSP ,MXU,Jli,R’U,AAA)
CALL SPL INT (MR,RMSP ,NRSP ,XL,JL ,R^L,AAA)
LAST C
DO 79C IA= 1,MX
FIRST LAST+1
LAST FIRST*NL( IA )-NU(IA)
00 79C I=FIR ST,LASTj 79C WX( I -WX( I )/BE(IA *wTI-L
DO 800 1= 1,JL
600 WXU( I -WXLI( I )/BL<I )*WTFL
CO 81C 1= 1. JL
81C WXL( I -WXL( I )/dt:L< I )*KTFL
C
C ENC OF RhO*W-SUB-ThfcTA CALCLLA TIOh
C
IF( ARPRT.LE.C GO TO 630
WRITE (6, 1630
LAST=C
DO 62 C IA=1,MX
F IRST=LAST+1
LAST=F IRST+NLt IA )-NU( IA)
82C WRITER, 1C20 KX< I =F R T LAST)
WRITE (6, 1640
WR ITEt (, 1C20 (MXUd .kXU (l 1 =1 ,JL)
WR ITE (6, 1650
WR ITEt 6, 1C20 (MXL( I ,WXL (I ,I =i ,JL
C




CO 850 IA= 1,MX
FIRST LAST+1
LAST FIRST+NL( IA -NU<IA)
DO 850 I=F IR ST,LAST
V< I SURT< WX( I j** 2+WM( I **2)
1F( WM( IJ. EQ.C. GO TO 640
BETAt I A TANl WXd /WM(I *57.29577
GO TO 50
40 8ETA( I SO.
650 CONT INLE





LAST=F ]RST*NL( IA )-NL( IA)
860 WRITfc( (, 1020 IM( I ), I=FIRST ,LAST)




IF( INTVEL .GT.C ) WRITE (6,1 730)






TwLMR 2 .*OMfcGA*LAMbDA-(UMEGA<tRM(IA) **2
DU 90C I=F IRST.LAST
RHUT RHOt I )
CALL CENSTY (V( I ),RHO(I) VEL ThLfR ,CP T I P .EXPON ,RHGI P,GAK, AR,T IP,
1 VTUL
REL ER AMAXKRELER,ABS( (RMGT-RHO(I /RHC( l)
SOC V( 1 VEL
lf-1 I^T\iEL .LE .C GU TU SIC
WR ITE( (:, 167C )IA V(I bETA d ,1 =FIRST ,LAST
SIC CONT INUE
IF( ITER.GT.O ITERA HER y
HR1TE (6, 1735) ITERA ,RELER
IT ERA ITER+1
IF( REL ER.LT. .CCi.ANO.I TER.GT.l I TE R -1
IF(GAM .EQ .l. S.ANO.AR.Eu. 1000..AND. TI P.EC.l.E6 ITER=0
C CALCULATE SURFACE VELOCITIES BASED CM AXIAL CGMPONEMS
C
IFt SURVEL .GT .C WRITE (6,i&eC)
BETAUt MXB SG.











DO S2C IA=MXB IPI,MXBOM1
AAA( IA )=AAA( IA- 1 )+SQRT(HA**2+ (XU( A)-Xb( IA-1 *(RM(IA) *RM( IA-1)
1 /2 )**2
TANTHL=CXC2U( IA 1*RMUA
BETAU( 1A) =ATAN< TANTHU*57. 2S577
WMUt IA )=WMU( IA S^RT( 1.+TA N THO* TANTHL
TriLMR 2 .*OMEGA*LAMBDA-(OMEGA*RM(I A) O^
CALL CENSTY (hML( IA ,RHOL( IA) ,hL(I A) ,ThLfR,CPTI F .EXPON, RHCIP.GAM,
1 AR, TIP ,VTOL
BBBt iA )=BBB( IA-1 )+SQRT(HA*2+ (XL(IAl -XL( IA-i *(RM( A)+RM( IA-1)
1 /2 )**2)
TANThL=DXCZL IA )*RM( IA
BETAL( IA) ^ATAN( TANTHLJ*5S. 29577
HML( 1A 1=WML( IA )*SQRT( l.+TANThL*TANTHL)
CALL CfcNSTY WML IA ,RHOL IA ,kL (I A) T tLMR ,C PTI F ,EXPON, RHCI P.GAM,
1 AR. UP VTUL
S2C CONT INLE
IF( SURVEL .LE .C GO TO S27
AAAtMXBO =AAA(MXBOMl + SORT (HA**2* XL KXBG) -XU1 fXBCMl) *( RM(MX BO)
1 *RM(MXdOMl f/2. )**2)
eBB(MXEO =rtBB(MXBGMl +SORT(HA*2+ >L (^XBG)-XL(MXBGN1) 4( Rr(MXBO
1 +RM(MXBJM1 /2. )**2)
WRITE (t, 16SC (MPL IA) ,teL(I A) , bETAL11 A) ,AAA (I A) ,WNU (IA) ,rtL( A),
1 BETAL IA ,BBB IA MML IA ,1 A=MXBI , MXBO)
NP1 =C
00 S23 IA=MXBI ,MXBQ
70
I
IF(ABS(BETAU( IA .GT. 60.J GC TC 923
NPi NP1-1
YACROS(NP l ) hl!( IA J




IF( ABS(BETAL( IA .GT.60. GO TO 925
NP2 NP2-1
YACRUS(NP 2^ WL( IA
I XOOWN(NP2 ) MPL( IA| 925 CONTINLE
1’ NP3 NP2
f NP2 NP2-NP 1I CI C CALCULATE SLRFACE VELOCITIES BASED ON TANGENTIAL COMPONENTS
1 C WRITE (6, 1700927 CONTINLECALL BLDDE1(MUXSPL, SLUPE ,EMU,hUSP,RI ,ALUI ,ROALUO,CHORE,STGR,i P ITCH, l.,JU,MXU.MXBI ,HA,DTOfU,RM(MXBI .RN(MXBO)CALL BLOOE1(ML,XSPL, SLLPE ,EML,NLSP ,RI ,ALLI ,RO,ALLO,CHORC,STGR,1 PITCh-i .,JL,NXL ,MX8I ,HA,OTDML ,RM( fXBI ,RM1MXBO)C UPPER SURFACEBETAU( 1) 9C.WXL)( 1 )=ABS(WXU( 1
TilLMR=;.*OMEGA*LAMBDA-<UMEGA*RMU( i **2.
I CALL CENSTY(WXU( D ,RHOliT( H ,t<U i TWL^R ,C PT IP, EXPON, RHOIP.





CALL CENSTY(WXU(JU) ,RHOUT( JLI) ,KU ( JU) ,TWL fRiC FTIP EXPON, RHOIP




S BETAU< 1) =ATAN( TANTHU)*57.29577
IF( TANTHU .EQ .0 .) GO TO 930
WXU( I )= ABS( WXL( H )*SQRT( l.*i. / TAN 1H L*TANTHU)
TWLMR 2.*OMfcGA*LAMBOA-(OMfcGA*RMU(I **2
CALL CENSTY hlXL I ,RHOUT 1 ,KL (I ,T t>LKR ,CPTI P EXPON, RHCI P GAM,
1 AR, TIP ,VTUL
GO TO 940
93C WU( I) 0
S4C CONTINUE
! IF(SUR^EL .L .0 GO TO 947WRITE (6, 1710 (MXL( I itttd , BETAlJ (I ,kiXU (I 1=1,JU)DO 945 I=l,JtIF(ABS(BETAU< I l.LT.30.) GO TO 945NP3 NP3+1jl YACROS(NP 2 HL(













IF TANTHL .EQ.C.) GO TO 950
WXL( I =ABS( WXL( I )*SQRT( 1.+1./(TAN1HL*TANTHD
TWLMR 2.*UMEGA*LAMBDA-(OMEGA*RML(I) **2
CALL CENSTY (WXL( ,RHOLT(I } ,WL(I) ,TWLfR,CFTI F,EXPGN,RHCIP, GAM,
1 AR. TIP VTOL )
GO TO SfeC
S5C WL( I 0.
S6C CONTINUE
IF( SURVEL .LE .O RETURN
^WRITE (6, 1710 (MXL( I , tiL(I BETAL (I .MXLd I=1JL
00 970 1=1,JL
IF( ABS(8ETAL( I ) i.LT.30. GO TO 970
NP4 NP4+1
YACROS(NP<i tL( I











CALL PLOTMy( XDOMN,YACROS KKK,P)
WRITE (6, 1750
RETURN
1020 FORMAT ( lX,aG16.7)
163C FORMAT 1H, 26HtX ARRAy(RHO*t-SUB-THE IA
164C FORMAT IhK, 4( 6X, 3HMXU ,13X,3HW)(U ,7X) /48H {^ CCLRC. VS. RHO*M-SUB-T
1HETA ON UPPER SURFACE)
K5C. FORMAT IhK, 4(6X,3HMXL ,13X,3Hh>L,7X1 /48H (r CCCRC. VS. RHG*W-SUB-T
1HETA UN LOWER SURFACE)
166C FORMAT 34HARRAY OF RHOW A 1 I NTERICK PCIf^S
167C FORMAT IhL, 3HIA=.12, 5(24H VELOCI TY ANGLE (DEG) )/ (3X
1 5( C 15.<,F9.2)
168C FORMAT ihl, 15X. 1H* .2IX,44HSURFACE VELOCI TIES BASEC ON AXIAL COMPO
1NENTS,45X, 1H*, / 16X, 1H* ,12X,16HUPPER SURFACE ,25X,1H*,15X,16HLOWE
2R SLRFACE,25X,lH* ./7X,lHM,8X ,lH* ,2 (3X.8HVELCCITy.3X,43HANGLE( DE
3G) SURf. LENGTH RHO*W * )
1690 FORMAT Ih Gli.4,3H *,G12.4,F9.2 ,2G15.4 ,bH ,G12.4,F9.2
1 2G1 C.4, 3H *
170C FORMAT 51hl SLRFACE VELOCI TIES BASED CIS TANGENTIAL CO^PChENTS/
1 25X,13hUPPER SLRFACE/7X ,1HM,10X,8HVELCCITY,3X,10HANGLE(OEG),
2 3X, ShR^OlW)
171C FORMAT Ih 2G12.4,F 9.2.G15.4)
172C FORMAT 25X, 13hLOWER SLRFACE/7X ,1HM ,1 OX,8HVELOCITY,3X,
1 101-ANGLE(DEG), 3X,5HRHO*t)
173(; FORMAT 1H, 4CX, 34HVELOC I TIE S A T I NTERIOR MESH POINTS
1735 FORMAT 14HL ITERATION NO. , 13,3X,36H^AXIMU* RELATIVE CHANGE IN DEN
1SITY =,G1 .4)
72
I174C FORMAT 2hPT,5CX,24HBLADE SURFACE VELOCI TIES)
115C FORMAT 2hPL ,37X, 82hVELOC I TY (METERS/SECCNU) VS. MERIDIONAL STREAM
1L INE D ISTANCE(METERS) DOWN THE PAGE /2HPL/
2 2HPL,5CX, 43H* UPPER SURFACE, BASED CM AXIAL COMPONENT /
3 2HPL,5CX, 43H+ LOWER SURFACE, BASED ON AXIAL COMPONENT /
4 2HPL,50X, 48HC UPPER SURFACE BASED CN TANGENTI AL COMPONENT/
5 2HPL.5CX, 48HX LOWER SURFACE BASED CN TANGENT IAL COMPONENT
END
Subroutine DENSTY
DENSTY calculates the subsonic relative velocity W and corresponding density p
that result in a given value of the mass flow parameter pW. This is done using equations
(B5) and (B6) which are an algorithm based on Newton’s method.
If the value of pW is too large, there is no solution. In this case an error message
is printed out. If a "continue" control card is used (see p. 86), W.,_ and the corre-
n
spending density are calculated as output and the program continues. This makes it pos-
sible to get an approximate solution even though there may be one or two points with too
large a value for pW.
The input arguments are as follows:
RHOW pW








VTOL convergence tolerance on relative change in W
The output arguments are as follows:
RHO p
VEL W
The internal variables are as follows:





TGROG 2yR/(y + 1)
TTIP T/Tin
VELNEW newly calculated estimate for W
SUBROUTINE DENSTY(RHOW,RHO,VEL ,TWLMR ,CPTIP,EXPCN,RHCIP,GAM,AR,T IP,
1 VTOL
VEL RhOh/RHO
10 TTIP l.-{VEL**2+TWLMRi /C PTIP
1F( TT IP.LT.O. GO TO 30
TEMP TTIP**( EXPON-i. )
RHOT RHO IP*TEMP*TTIP
RHOWP -VEL**2/GAM*RHOIP/AR*TEMP/TIP<-RHOT
IF(RHOkP.LE.C. GO TO 30
VELNEM VEL+(RHOW-RHOT*VEL) /RHOt<P






30 CALL ARERR 29H VALUE OF RHO*W I S TOO LARGE$)
TGROG 2 .*GAM*AR/(GAM+1.
VEL SQRT( TGROG*TIP*(1.-TWLMR/CPTI P




BLDCRl obtains the 6 -coordinates and the slopes of the blade surfaces correspond-
ing to the given m-coordinates. BLDCRl may be used in two ways, either to obtain the
information at all vertical mesh lines in one call, as when called by COEF directly, or at
a single specified point, as when called by INTPL1. The value of NCH is the number of
points at which output is desired. Since BLDCRl is used for either the upper or lower
blade surface, SURF is used as a code to determine which surface is desired. SURF 1.
for the upper surface and SURF -1. for the lower surface.
The entire blade surface is defined by the leading- and trailing-edge radii and by two
cubic spline curves (upper and lower surfaces), which are piecewise cubic polynomials.
The procedure then is to scan the spline points to determine which interval the
m-coordinate (ZINT) is in, and then to calculate the 0-coordinate and derivative, both of
which are specified analytically.
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j The input arguments are as follows:
Z array of m-coordinates of spline points for blade surface (upper or lower)
XSP array of 0-coordinate of spline points for blade surface (upper or lower)
j;! SLOPE array of slopes at spline points for blade surface (upper or lower)
|^ EM array of second derivatives at spline points for blade surface (upper or lower)
NSP number of spline points on blade surface (upper or lower)
M see fig. 10 (p. 15)
ALT either ALUI or ALU (see fig. 10)
RO see fig. 10
ALO either ALUO or ALLO (see fig. lO)
CHORD see fig. 10
STGR see fig. 10
PITCH see fig. 10
SURF code to indicate upper or lower surface, SURF 1. for upper surface and,
SURF -1. for lower surface
NCH number of points for which output is desired
ZINT used as input only when NCH 1, then it is m-coordinate for which correspond-
ing 0-coordinate for blade surface is desired
MXBI same as main program, number of mesh points on line AB
RMI r at leading edge
RMO r at trailing edge
The output arguments are as follows:
X array of 0-coordinates at the vertical mesh lines for blade surface, or if
j NCH 1, at m ZINT
j DXDZ array of slopes at same points as X
J The internal variables are as follows:
| HA basic mesh spacing in meridional (m) direction
IA index of vertical mesh line
IFST index of first point considered
ILST index of last point considered
75
K index of spline point
RMZ difference between m-coordinate of point considered and m-coordinate of center
of leading- or trailing-edge radii
SRW integer variable in common used to obtain output useful in debugging; when
SRW 19, BLDCR1 will write out calculated blade coordinates and corre-
sponding slopes
SW coefficient with value of zero on upper blade surface and 1 on lower blade sur-
face; used to add pitch to computed blade coordinate for lower surface only
ZINT m-coordinate at which 0-coordinate and slope of blade surface are required
SUBROUTIN E ULDCR 1(Z, XSP, SLOPE ,EM,NSP,RI ALI , RC . /1LC CHORD, S F GR,
1 P ITCH, SURF,X,NCH,ZINT,MXBI ,D XOZ ,RfI ,RMO)
C
C SURF 1 UPPER SURFACE
C SURF 1. LOWER SURFACE
C




IF( SURF.L T .O St 1.
IFST 1
ILST 1
IF(NCt-.EQ .l GO TO 10
IFST MXBI




DO 100 IA=IFST, ILST
20 IFtZ INT.GT.Zt U GO TO 30
X( IA SQRTtZINri^.^RI-ZINT) /RMI * SURF+PI TCH*SW
RMZ R I-ZINT
IFl IA.NE. IFST UXOZ( IA RMZ/SdRT( RI **2-RMZ**2 *SURF/RMI
Z INT ZINT+HA
GO TO 1CO
30 IF(Z INT.L E.Z(K GU TO 50
IF(K .Gfc .N SP) GO TO 60
K K+
GU TO 2C
5C S Z K)-Z(K- 1
X( IA) tM<K-l )*( Z(K -ZINT**3/6./S+EM(K) * (ZINT-Z(K-l) **3/6./S
1 +( XSP( i< )/S-EM(Kj*S/6. )* ZI NT-Z(K-U + XSP( K-i /S -EM K-i +S/ 6
2 *( Z (K -Z INT
DXDZ IA -EM(K- 1)* Z(K-ZI NT**2 /2 /S+EM(K * Z K-l -Z I NT **2/ 2.
1 /S*(XSP(K >-XSP (K-1) /S- (EM( K)-EM (K-l *S/6.
Z INT Z INT+HA
GU TO 100
6C IF lA. fcQ.NCH) .AND lA.GT.l) GO TO 70




IIF( IA.NE. ILST DXDZ( IA RM//SQRT RC**2-RMZ**2 *SURF/ RMO





BLDDEl obtains the slopes of the blade at given m-coordinates. It is used by
TASVEL to obtain the blade slopes at each horizontal mesh line. BLDDEl is similar to
BLDCR1, except that the m-coordinates are an input array and the 0-coordinates are not
given as output.
The input arguments for BLDDEl are the same as those for BCDCR1, except that
ZINT is not input. Also included are
ZX array of m-coordinates from the line BG in fig. 4 for which slopes for blade
\ surface are desired; these values must be arranged in increasing order
HA basic mesh spacing in axial direction
The output of BLDDEl is
DXDZ array of slopes at m-coordinates in array ZX
The internal variables are as follows:
IA index of point in ZX array
K index of spline point
RMZ difference between m-coordinate of point considered and m-coordinate of center
of leading- or trailing-edge radii
SRW integer variable in COMMON used to obtain output useful in debugging; when
SRW 20, BLDDEl writes out calculated blade slopes
ZINT m-coordinate from blade leading edge at which blade slope is desired
77
II
SUBROLTIN E dLDOE 1 (Z ,XSP , SLOPE ,E f ,NSP ,RI ,ALI ,RC ,^LC.CHORC,ST GR,
1 P ITCh, SURF ,NCH,ZX,MXBI HA,UXUZ,RM ,RMC)
C
C SURF 1 LPPER SURFACE
C SURi- 1. LOt<fcR SURFACE
C




CO 10C IA 1,NCH
Z INT ZX( IA )
2C IF(ZINT.UT .Z( D J GO TO 30
RMZ R I-Z INT
IF( IA.NE. l .OR.SUKF.LT.G. ) OXOZtIAt RfZ/SCRT PI **2-RMZ**2 *SURF
1 /KM
GO TO 1CG
30 IF(ZINT.LE.Z(K GO TO 50
IF(K .GE.N SP GO TO 0
K K *
GO TO 20
5C S Z K)-Z(K- 1
OXOZt I A -EM(K-l)* Z(K)-ZI NT)**2/2. /S+E<(Ki * (Z (K-l -Z INT **2/2.
1 /S+(XSP(K -X5P (K-i) /S-(E"<K)-EN(K-l) *S/6.
GO TO 1CG
6C RMZ ChOKO-ZINT-RO




IF( SRW .EQ .20) WRITE {6, 1COO) i> (IA) ,DXDZ IA) , I A=l NCH)
RETURN
1COC FORMAT !X,b6hZ CGORO. ANQ INTERPOLATED DERI VATIVES COMPUTEC BY BL
iCDER, /l 5X, 2E 16.a )
ENC
Subroutine INTPL1
To compute the terms of the matrix A of equation (A7), it is necessary to obtain the
distance along a horizontal mesh line from a mesh point near the blade to the blade itself.
This is the quantity ho or h. in equation (A 1). This value is computed by INTPL1.
Since the equation of the blade surface is known, this amounts to finding the root of an
equation. The root is found by INTPL1 by an iterative procedure, sometimes called the
method of false position (faisi reguli). The variables shown in figure 16 correspond to
those used in INTPL1. After H has been calculated, the actual value of the spline curve
(XI) is computed by BLDCR1 and a reduced interval is considered so that the curve still
crosses the value XI. Then the procedure is repeated on the smaller interval. A few
iterations will determine the value of z for which the spline curve crosses the mesh







-Notation used in subroutine INTPL1 H A-)<HAN.
L
The input arguments are as follows:
HA basic mesh spacing in axial direction
HB basic mesh spacing in blade-to-blade direction
IA index of vertical mesh line on which mesh point lies
MXBI number of mesh points on line AB
N integer which is zero when ho is to be computed and which is 1 when h^ is
to be computed
X array of blade Q -coordinates at each vertical mesh line
XI 0-coordinate of mesh point considered
The remaining input arguments are transmitted to BLDCR1. Their definitions are in-
cluded in the description of this subroutine.
The output variables are as follows:
H horizontal distance from mesh point to blade, which is ho or h.. of fig. 17
K real code variable changed to 1 by INTPL1
I The internal variables are as follows:A XI XO (see fig. 16)C X2 XO (see fig. 16)




1111111 ^H II II
HAN length of interval in which root has been determined to lie (see fig. 16)
IAPN index of vertical mesh line to right of interval
IAPNM1 index of vertical mesh line to left of interval
SRW integer variable in COMMON used to obtain output useful in debugging; when
SRW 19, values of IA, N, HA, XI, X2, XO, and ZO are printed to start,
followed by values of H, XI, XI, ZO, and ZBASE for each iteration, and
final value of H after convergence
XI 0-coordinate of blade computed by BCDCR1 for m ZINT (see fig. 16)
XO 0-coordinate of blade at left end of interval (see fig. 16)
X2 0-coordinate of blade at right end of interval (see fig. 16)
ZBASE m-coordinate of left end of interval for first iteration
ZINT m-coordinate determined by linear interpolation (see fig. 16)
ZO m-coordinate of left end of interval (see fig. 16)
SUBROUTINE INTPL1( X,IA ,Xi ,H,N ,K,Z,XSP ,ALI ,ALO,NSP.SLOPE,EM,RI RO,
1 CHORD. STGR.P TCH,SUKF ,HA ,HB ,MXBI .(^XBO.RMI ,RMG











IF( IA.EQ.MXBO ZO CHORO-HA
H=HA
IF( IAPN.Ed.MXBO .AND. SURF.LE. O. .AND. N. hE.O) X2=X2-RO
IF( SRri .E0 19) WRI T (6, 1010) IA ,N,HA ,X1 X2 XO ZO
IF(ZO .LT.C*.OR.ZO.GT. tCHORD-.001*HA) RETURN
ZdASE ZC
IF(ABS(Xl-XO .GT. .OOi*HB) GU TO 10




15 H 2 .R
A -1
GO TO 25




IF( SRW .EQ .19) WR Tfc( 6, 1020 H XI XI ,ZO ,ZBASE
Z INT ZO-th
CALL BLOCR1 (Z ,XSP,SLOPE ,EM,NSP ,RI ,ALI ,RG,ALO,CHORD,STGR,PITCH,
80
1 SURF,X I, i,Z INT,MXB I ,DXDZ,RMI ,RMO)
IF(ABS(XI-Xl ).LE. (Hb* .001) GO TO 40









\ IF(N.EQ.O H HA-H
IF( SRW .EQ .19 MRI TE(6,10CO) H
RETURN
1000 FORMAT lX,22Hh A S COMPUTED BY I NTPL / (5X .^16 .8
1010 FORMAT 1X.4HIA =, I4, 5X, 3HN =,I4,5X ,4HHA ,E14.6 ,5X,4HX1 E14.6.
1 4X. 4HX2 =,E14.6,4X,4HXO =,E 14.6 ,4X ,4HZO ,E14.6
1020 FORMAT !X,3hH =,E14.6,5X,4HXI ,E 1 4. 6 ,5 X ,4HXi ,E14.6 ,5X ,4HZO =,
1 E14 .6, 5X. 7HZBASE =,E14.6)
END
Subroutine VELOC
The partial derivatives au/9m along each horizontal mesh line are calculated by
VELOC. This subroutine is described in reference 5. There are no changes in the sub-
routine, however WX refers here to 8u/9m rather than Wo.
SUBROUT INE VELOCIU,ZPL,IA1 ,IAN,HAi ,HAI\ ,I I 8 MX ,NXN ,NBBO.JU JL.
1 KM,KN ,LiSP, kX,M>U,Z>UNXL ,/XL,NU ,M- ,AAA)
CIMENS 10N U(NXN ,ZPL( 1CC ,teX(NXN ,KXL (100 ,ZXU(100 ,ZXL( 100 ),
1 ZA( 100 ,USP 100) ,rtXSP (100) kXL(100 ,NU(100 ,NL(1UO ,AAA( 100
C KK 1 OR KN 1, LO^ER SURFACE




ZA( IA1 ZPL( IA2)-HA1
\ ZA( IAN ZPL< IANMD+HAN
NSP IAN- IA 1+1
00 1C 1A= IA2, IANM1
USP( IA Ui ID
I l=Ii*NL( IA )-NU( IA+1)+1




IF( IAl .EQ .l) USP( l U( IB+1)
IFtKK l .NE .C) USP(1A1 =1.0
IF( IAN .EQ .MX) LiSP (IAN) U(I1)
IF(KN .NE.O ) LSP( IAN 1.
CALL SPL INE ZA i IA 1) liSP (IA1) ,t\iSP M XSP (IA1 ,AAA)
II I
DO 20 1A= IA2, IANM1
WX( IH WXSPt IA
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V2C II I 1+NL( IA )-NU( IA*1)+1
C T/1KE CARE OF FIRST POINT
IF( IA 1 .NE .1 GO TO 30
WX( IB+1) WXSP( IAl)
GO TO SC
3C IF(KK l .NE .C) GO TO 40
JU JL+1






C T^SKE CARE OF LAST POINT














Subroutines SPLINE, SPLN22, SPLINT, SORTXY
These subroutines are all described in reference 5.
SUBROUTIN E SPL INE X ,Y,N SLOPE ,EM)
DIMENS ION X(N ,Y(N ,EM<N SLOPE (N)




10 S( I )=X( I)-X( 1-1
NO=N-1
1F(NO .LT. 2 GO TO 25
00 20 1=2,NO
A( I)=S( I )/.
B( ! )=( S( I )+S( I+D 1/3.
C( I =S( I+1 )/6.










SB( 1)=C( 1 >/W( 1
G( 1 )=C
00 30 1=2,N
ri( i =B( I )-A( I *SB( I-1
SB( I)=C( I )/W( I
30 (,( ! )=( 1-( I )-A( I )G(I- U /k(I
EM(N )=G(N
i 00 40 1=2,N
K=N+l-
40 EM(K )=C(K )-SB(K)*EM(K+1)
SLOPE( H=-S( 2)/6.*(2.*EM(1)+EM(2) <- (Y(2)-Y(1) /S(2
0050 I=2,N
5C SLOPE( )=S( I )/6.*(2.*EM(I )+EM(1-1 t (Y(I -Y(I-1 /S (1
IF U fca. l3 WR ITE (6,100) N,( X(I , Y(H ,SLGPE( I) ,EM( I ,1= 1,N)




SUBROUTINE SPLN22 X.Y ,YIP ,YNP IS ,SLOPE ,EM
DIM ENS ION X( 50) ,Y( 50) S( 50l ,A(5C) ,B (i0) ,C (50 ,F (50 ,WC?0) ,SB(50),




1C S( U=X( 1 )-X( 1- 1
NO=N-1
IF(NJ .LT. 2 GO TO 25
CO 20 1=2.NO
A( I =S( I /6.
B( ! =( S( I 1*S( I* 1 )/3.
c( n=sd+ i )/6.
20 F( ! =( Y( I+1)-Y( I )/S(I+1- Y(I )-Y(I -1) /S( 1)




F( !)=( Y( 2 J-Y( 1) )/S( 2)-Y1P
F(N YNP-( Y(N -Y(N- 1) /S(N
W( 1 =B( 1)
SB( l)=Cl 1 )/W( 1
G( H=H i) /l( 1)
CU 3C 1=2,N
W( 1 )=B( I )-A( I )*SB( l-lt
SB( I )=C< I )/W( I
3C G( !)=( F< I )-A( I )*G( 1-1) /h(I
EM(N)=C(N
CO 40 1=2,N
K =N +1- 1
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V4C EM(K )=G(K )-SB(K)*fcM<K*l)
SLOPE( 1)=-S( 2)/6.*(2.*EM(1 )+EM(2) + (Y (2)-Y(1) /S (2
C050 1=2,N
50 SLOPEt 1J=S( I )/6 .*(2.*EM(I )+EM( I-1) )+( V(I -Y(1-1) )/S I
IF (U .EQ. ia) WR ITE (6,1CO) N > (I V (I ,SLOPE (I ,EM( I) . 1= I ,N
RETURN
100 FORMAT 2Xi5t-NO. OF POINTS =I3/1CX5HZ 15X5HX 10X10H3ERIVAT IV
lEiCX10h2ND DERIV./(4G2C. 8t
END
SUBROUTINE SPL INT X,Y,N,Z ,MAX,YINT,DYOX
DIMENS ION X(N) Y(N) ,Z(MAX> ,YI NT(MAX) .DYDX(MAX)





10 S( )=X( I)-X( 1- 1
NO=N-1
IF(NO .LT. 2) GO TO 25
00 20 1=2,NO
At I )=S( D /6.C
B( ! )=( S( I !+S( 1+1) )/3. C
C( I )=S( I+ D/6.C
20 F( U=( Y( I+1)-Y( I )/S( I+1 )- Y( )-Y(I-1) )/S(I
25 A(N =-.5
B( 1)=1 .0




W( 1 =B( 1
S6( 1) =C( 1 )/W( 1
G( i)=0 .0
CO 30 1=2,N
Wl I )=B( I )-A( I )*SB( 1-1
SB( I)=C{ I )/W( I




40 EM(K )=G(K -SB(K)*EM(K+1)
DO 90 1=1,MAX
K=2
IF(Z( I -X( 1) 6C, 50, 7C
50 Y INTt I )=Y( 1
Gil TO 7
6C IF(Z( I l.GE.t l. l*X( H-. l*X(2 GO TC 85




1000 FORMAT 17h OUT OF RANGE Z =F1C. 6)
65 K=N
IF( Z( I ).LE.( 1.1*X(N)-. 1*X(N-1) GO TC 85
WR ITE (6, 1000) Z( I
Q 16
GO TO 65
70 IF(Z( I )-X<K) 5 75, 80




85 YINT( I Ert(K-l-*(X(K)-Z(I )**3/b. /S(K)+EN(K) *(Z( U-X(K-l) **3/6.
1/SIK)+(Y(K)/S(K)-EM(K.*S(K) /6. )* (Z( I)-X(K-1 )+(Y(K-1)/S -K)-EM(K-1.
2*S(K /(. )*(X(K )-Z( I
87 DYUX( I =-EM(K-l l* X(K)-Z(I **2/2. G/S (K)+EM(K) * (X( K-l-Z( I )**2/2.
10/S(K )-K Y(K )-Y(K-1) 1/S(K-(EM(K-EM(K-H *S(K1/6.0
90 CONTINUE
MXA MAXC(N,MAX)
IF( ti.EC.16) WRITE(6, 1010) N,MAX, (X (I ,Y(I ,Z(I) ,YINT I ,DYDX< I ),
1 1=1,MXA
0 1 1
1010 FORMAT 2X2ihNO. OF POINTS GI VEN ,I3 ,30H, NO. OF INTERPOLATED POI





DIMENSION X( 100 Y<100)
100 N=NPTS
102 NN=N-1




112 DO 120 JK=JKLN













^Lewis Library Subroutines TIME1, ARERR, and DEDERR
These three subroutines are part of the Lewis Systems Library. TIME1 gives the
time in clock pulses of 1/60 of a second. To get elapsed time in minutes, the clock must
be read twice and the difference divided by 3600. TIME1 may be replaced by a user’s
clock reading subroutine, or it may be removed from the program.
DEDERR and ARERR are error subroutines which return control to the monitor after
printing out an error message and a trace back giving the location at which the error oc-
curred. ARERR has the additional feature that it can be overriden by using a "continue"
control card at the beginning of the deck. The error message is still printed. These sub-
routines should be replaced by a similar type of error return subroutine at the user’s in-
stallation.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,





An approximate numerical solution for the stream function u can be obtained by
finite-difference methods. These methods involve first establishing a rectangular grid of
mesh points in the region as shown in figure 12 (p. 16). Then at each point where the
value of the stream function is unknown, a finite-difference approximation to equation (1)
can be written. Adjacent to the boundary, the boundary conditions are included. If there
are n unknown values, n nonlinear equations are obtained in n unknowns. The equa-
tions are nonlinear since the coefficients involve the density, which depends on the solu-
tion. The equations may be solved by an iterative procedure.
First, the inlet absolute total density is used for determining the coefficients. This
results in n linear equations. These linear equations may be solved iteratively by
successive overrelaxation as described in reference 5. There are two major levels of
iteration in the solution. The inner iteration consists of the iterative solution of n linear
equations by successive overrelaxation. This solution is an approximate solution of equa-
tion (1) for the stream function. This approximate solution may be differentiated numeri-
cally and approximate velocities obtained from equations (2) and (3). The approximate
velocities are then used to obtain a better approximation to the density at each point, and
the coefficients of equation (1) are recalculated using new densities. Thus, the solution








Figure 17. Notation for adjacent mesh points
and mesh spaces.
A typical mesh point with the numbering used to indicate neighboring mesh points is
shown in figure 17. The value of the stream function or the other variables at 0 is de-
noted by using the subscript 0, and similarly for the neighboring points. It can be shown








^(h^ + hg) + h^ + hg) h^hg + hg(hg + h4) h4(hg + h^) hgh^ pg
^
+hj\h^+ h^y
sin 0’n b,p^ bop, Ai^-UoX
+ ---0- ^J--3-3-\(^--3}= 2ub^Q Sin aQ (Al)
rg b^hg +h^J^+hJ w (ro 0 {
where h. r-,(A0)- and ho r^(A0)o (since r,, r- in). For setting up our equations
for solution, the coefficients of the u. in equation (Al) must be calculated. This was
done by expressing equation (Al) as
4












b4P4 bgpg sin Op (A2)b34 bopo(hg + h^) ^~
a,
1 f-2-^^1


















This equation can be used at all interior mesh points, and for mesh points adjacent to the
blade surfaces BC or FG.
Along the boundary where the value of u is unknown, the equation will vary. For
example, along the upstream boundary, SU/ST? is known, and a finite-difference approxi-
mation to (SU/ST?). in equation (5) gives
"-"^Ci^^)
Similarly, along the downstream boundary,







- Figure 18. -Mesh point on line AB.
For the points along AB and CD equations can be derived by using the periodic
boundary condition. If the point 0 (fig. 18) is on the boundary between A and B, the
point 1 is outside the boundary. However, it is known that u, u, 1 where the
i i, s
point l, s is a distance s above point 1 in the 0 direction, as shown in figure 18. Sub-
stituting this condition in equation (A2) gives
\ 4
^






where the a. are the same as defined in equation (A2). Of course, equation (A5) holds \
along CD also.
The points along GH need not be considered, since they are just 1 greater than the
corresponding point along AB. The equation for the first mesh line below HG must be
modified. In this case Uo Uo, + 1, where the point 2, -s is a distance s belowS
point 2 in the negative 9 direction, as indicated in figure 19. Substituting this condition in
equation (A2) gives
"0 ^"l + ^"2, -s + ^3 + ^"4 + a2 + k0 (A6)






Figure 19. Mesh point on first line below HG.
One of equations (A2) to (A6) can be applied to each mesh point for which the stream
function is unknown in the region of interest, giving the same number of equations as
there are unknowns. These points where the stream function is unknown will be referred
to simply as unknown mesh points.
This system of n equations is represented in matrix form as
Au k (A7)
rp
where u (u, u is a vector whose components are the unknown values of the
stream function, A is the coefficient matrix of equations (A2) to (A6), and k (k-
rp *
k is the vector whose components are the known constants of equations (A2) to (A6).
If the mesh size is sufficiently small, the coefficients, a, to a, in equation fA2) will be
90
rall positive (for any given continuous function b and p). In this case, the coefficient
matrix A is irreducibly diagonally dominant, and there is a unique solution to equa-
tion (A2) (ref. 13).
The solution to equation (A2) is obtained by using two levels of iteration. The inner
iteration consists of solving (A2) using fixed values of p based on the previous inner
iteration. The inner iteration is successive overrelaxation using an optimum overrelaxa-
tion factor ft, as described in reference 5 (p. 77). The iterative procedure is given by
/ i-1 n \
"r1 -"1 ^ E vr1- S ^r ^i -r\ J-l J-i+1 /
for i 1, 2, n (A8)
where 0 is the overrelaxation factor. The a.. are the elements of the matrix A, and
the k. are the components of the vector k of equation (A7). The u. are the initial es-
timates of the u. and are obtained from the previous inner iteration. The optimum
value of 0 can be determined as described in reference 5, appendix B. The optimum
value of Sl will vary slightly each time the coefficients are corrected; however, the
change is usually small, and it has been adequate to use the same overrelaxation factor
for the entire calculation.
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APPENDIX B
NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES USED IN PROGRAM
Calculation of Velocity and Density
When the stream function u has been calculated, it is possible to then calculate the
derivatives 9u/3m and 8u/80 by numerical techniques. Then, with equations (2) and (3),
2 2 2
and since W W + Wo, values for pW can be calculated. It is assumed that the
m y
values of o>, \, r, y, c T? and p. are all fixed and known. Then p, and hence
pW, is a function of W. The product pW has its maximum value when W W If pW
is less than this maximum value, there are two values of W which will give this value of
pW, one being subsonic and the other supersonic. It is desired to find the subsonic value
of W corresponding to the given value of pW. The method used in Newton’s method,
which converges quadratically.
It is necessary to express pW as a function of W. Since




W2 + 2u\ (o)r)2
^T’ 2 c T;in p in
With the assumption of isentropic flow
1
-P-= f-^Y"1 (B2)P[n ViJ
hence,
1
2 2 y -1




tFor Newton’s method, the derivative with respect to W is needed,
2^ J_
,i,2 ., 9 ’V-1 9 ol^-ld(pW) w Pjn
^
W" + 2q)A (q,r)"
^.
^
W" + 2qA (o^r)^
^dw Win ^in in_ ^in J








n o’ 1> 2’ (B6)
dw W=W^
Since the convergence is quadratic only a few iterations are needed and the relative
change in W is an excellent measure of the relative error in W If an estimate for
W is available from a previous iteration, then this value is used for Wr> instead of
using equation (B5). The algorithm given by equation (B6) is done by subroutine DENSTY.
Calculation of A




value of (pW), can be calculated by
(PW)^ ----w---- (B7)
W^in cos ^in
since there is assumed to be uniform flow across AH. The value of W can be estimated
by dividing this value of (pW). by p’ Then A can be estimated by
x
^n^in sin ^in + ur^ (B8)
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and from this a better value of p is calculated by
1
p p. l W2 + 2q^ (O)r)2
y
^in rptVin
Use of this value of p gives a better estimate of the value of W, and then iteration can
be used with equations (B8) and (B9) until there is a negligible change in p. This cal-
culation also gives the value of W along AH. These calculations are performed in
INPUT, after reading all input cards.
Calculation of W^
For reference the critical relative velocity W is calculated at blade leading and
C+/-
trailing edges. This is given by




T" T’ 2ctA (^r) (Bll)in
^p
This calculation is performed by COEF after reading the input cards.
Calculation of Maximum Value of Mass Flow Parameter pW
The mass flow parameter pW attains its maximum value when W W For ref-
erence, the maximum values of pW along AH and along DE are computed by the pro-
gram The maximum value of pW is calculated by
1
9 9 ’y’1W" + 2u\ (o^r)"
(PW),,, p._ 1 -cr--------- W (B12)




(where W is calculated by equations (B10) and (Bll).
Calculation of (3 at Leading and Trailing Edges
If the radius r or streamsheet thickness b is not constant, ft may change for free-
stream conditions. At the inlet, the hypothetical freestream angle f3 may be calculated
hy
o
tan 13 (A ^r ) pbs (B13)
w










At the exit rVg is constant (A) and the other relations in equation (B14) hold. Using
this gives
tan I3* \ ^(^ ^PS
tan
^
---*(-P- \ + __’---^L b (B15)
b* \P*/ w
for the freestream angle /3 where * denotes values at some reference coordinate of
m m^
Equation (B15) may be used at either inlet or outlet to calculate ft. or /3 In the
program, equation (B13) is used to calculate the freestream angle ft at the leading edge
BG, and equation (B15) is used to calculate the freestream angle ft at the trailing edge
CF. In the program p^ is used for p in equation (B13) and p is used in equa-
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tion (B15) since there is little change in density in the freestream region.
Equation for Leading- and Trailing-Edge Radii
The equation for the leading- and trailing-edge radii is needed. If the radius r were
constant,
(m mj2 + r2(0 0^)2 R2 (B16)
where R is the leading- or trailing-edge radius and (m^ 0^) are the coordinates of the
center of the radius. Since r changes by a relatively small amount on this circle, it
was deemed adequate to use this equation with r taken at the leading or trailing edge.
Equation (B16) is used by the program to calculate coordinates on the leading- and
trailing-edge radii. It is also used to calculate the points of tangency to the spline curves
describing the rest of the blade surfaces, and to calculate slopes on the leading- and
trailing-edge radii.
Calculation of Surface Length
It is often desired to plot the velocities as a function of blade surface length. For
convenience, the approximate blade surface length is calculated by the program. The
calculation is based on straight line distances between each vertical grid line on the blade
surface. If h is the spacing between vertical grid lines, r. the radius at the i ver-
th
tical grid line, and 0. the coordinate of the i vertical grid line, the surface length S^
to the n grid line is approximately
n
^y i/’i ^i ^1^)2 <-317)/
^i=2
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